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Montana’s response to comments received by federal agencies during the formal FLM consultation and 
during the public comment period are listed first. Following are Montana’s response to public comments 
received during the public comment period.  

1- RESPONSE TO FEDERAL AGENCY COMMENTS
We have summarized and grouped similar comments into themes and responded accordingly. All comments 
are included in their entirety in this Appendix.  

Comment: 

Montana received comments regarding the glide path. In summary, the commenters state that: 

1) Montana concludes that no additional measures are needed based on emissions reductions from
recent source retirements and projected visibility at Class I areas being below their URPs. (1 - USFS
Comments)

2) SIP notes that visibility progress at the state’s Class I areas is meeting the adjusted URP, and that
states should not dismiss otherwise technically feasible, cost-effective controls solely because visibility
progress in state’s Class I areas is better than the URP. The URP is a planning tool that allows states
to evaluate their overall progress toward the goal, but it is not a standard that indicates whether
progress is reasonable. (2 - NPS Comments)

3) Montana suggests that due to the relationship between the 2028 RPGs and its Class I areas’ URP,
that it has “demonstrated that all necessary emission reduction measures are included in [its] LTS.”
However, the uniform rate of progress or glidepath is not a “safe harbor,” and Class I areas’ position
in comparison to the glidepath cannot be a basis for justifying a particular set of controls or decision
to not requires controls. Instead, the URP is a planning metric used to gauge the amount of progress
made thus far and the amount left to make. Because the URP is not based on the four statutory
factors, it cannot be used to determine whether the amount of progress made in any particular
implementation period is reasonable. Therefore, it is not appropriate for Montana to claim that
simply because its RPGs are below the URP, that its LTS (which outlines no additional controls)
makes reasonable progress. (1 - EPA Comments received)

Response: 

While the RHR does provide prescriptive requirements at 40 CFR 51.308(f)(ii)(A) and (B) regarding a state’s 
obligations when a reasonable progress goal is established that is slower than the URP (glidepath), it is not 
prescriptive regarding emissions reductions when reasonable progress goals are below the glidepath. Montana 
has taken an approach explained in the SIP and elsewhere within this Appendix that considers a number of 
factors, including the significant progress that has been made in visibility improvement at Montana’s Class I 
areas.  Montana’s determination of emissions reductions for reasonable progress was based on the four 
factors.  At no point in the process did Montana base its decisions for emissions reductions from sources 
solely on the fact that monitoring data and modeling data are below the glidepath. 

Air, Energy & Mining Division 
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However, Montana did use language in the SIP that may have mislead reviewers and not conveyed correctly 
Montana’s intent in performing glidepath checks to ensure the LTS and the RPGs provide for an 
improvement in visibility for the most impaired days and ensure no degradation in visibility for the clearest 
days ((40 CFR 51.308(f)(3)(i)). Montana updated Chapter 8 in the SIP.   
 
Comment: 

Montana received comments regarding cost-effective controls not selected and not setting a cost threshold. 
In summary, the commenters state that: 

1) Montana relies heavily on the emissions reductions due to shutdowns of several EGUs over the past 
planning period. While these shutdowns do result in decreases in visibility impairing pollutants, it 
does not preclude the state from considering cost-effective controls during this planning period. 
Montana does not define a cost-effective value, in dollars per ton of emission reductions. However, it 
does identify controls for several sources, at a cost per ton, that has been deemed cost effective by 
other states and EPA. In addition, projected costs of controls will likely be even lower if estimated 
using current interest rates. We ask that the state reconsider emissions reducing controls, particularly 
those at the lower end of the cost range. (1 - USFS Comments) 

2) Require cost-effective measures to reduce haze-forming pollutants identified through the four-factor 
analyses in SIP (2 - NPS Comments) 

a. While Montana has completed the technical work necessary to fulfill the state’s analytical 
obligations under the regional haze provisions, MDEQ has not fully documented the criteria 
relied upon to make the final reasonable progress determinations, as required under the 
regional haze (RH) regulations.  The Montana SIP evaluated the four statutory factors for 
sixteen sources but has not identified a cost threshold under which the evaluated controls 
would be considered reasonable. It is generally accepted that the cost-effectiveness threshold 
for Reasonable Progress will be higher as smaller emission units are considered. Other states 
have set cost-effectiveness thresholds of $5,000/ton in TX, $7,000/ton in NM, and 
$10,000/ton in CO and OR. We recommend that Montana identify a cost threshold for 
determining whether controls are cost-effective. 

Response: 

Montana developed our RH SIP following statute, rule and guidance. EPA guidance mentions how states 
should characterize (i.e. collect information on) the relevant factors that are necessary to make reasonable 
progress, saying "a state may also consider one or more of the five additional factors in the RHR (section 
51.308(f)(2)(iv)) - a state must consider these factors in source selection, the control analysis, or both), as well 
as the visibility benefit of an emission reduction measure. The RHR provides states with considerable 
flexibility to decide how to characterize the factors, but the approaches must be reasonable and documented. 
To the extent that commenters argue with our evaluation of these factors, our confidence in our 
determinations and documentation of those determinations remain. Montana took into consideration all the 
factors, not cost alone, to determine whether controls are reasonable.   
 
Given the iterative nature of the regional haze program, Montana thinks that it was a reasonable approach to 
rely on source retirements and shutdowns which provide the largest benefits this planning period. The RHR 
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has a goal that anthropogenic visibility impairment be eliminated by 2064; however, it does not require that 
all anthropogenic contributions to visibility impacts be fully eliminated in the near term. Montana believes 
our approach to source selection produced a very thorough and diverse group of sources. These sources, 
along with any additional point or area sources, will be considered for controls in subsequent rounds. 
 
To the comments regarding setting cost-effective thresholds - neither the CAA nor its implementing 
regulations require that states set a cost-effectiveness threshold. While EPA's 2019 Guidance states that "{a} 
state may find it useful to develop thresholds for single metrics to organize and guide its decision-making," it 
does not require them. (pg 39). The 2021 Clarification Memo does not amend this position. While the RHR 
may allow us to establish a bright line for some of the factors such as cost-effectiveness and visibility, we are 
not required to do so, and have not done so for this action. 
 
Comment: 

Montana received comments regarding interest rates. In summary, the commenters state that: 

1) Capital costs and lost revenues were annualized using a capital recovery factor based on an annual 
interest rate of 5.25% and equipment life of 20 years. EPA’s Control Cost Manual (CCM) 
recommends a scrubber and SCR equipment life of 30 years and use of the current prime interest rate 
(3.25%) unless a site-specific interest rate is justified. The CCM recommends 20 years for SNCR 
equipment life (2 - NPS Comments)    

2) Montana’s selection of varying equipment life and interest rates shows that variations could result in a 
range +/- 30% (e.g., annual costs of $102,039 versus $188,786). We recommend that the equipment 
life used to calculate costs for each control technology option, unless constrained by a SIP-
enforceable retirement date for the source, be consistent with that found in the respective chapter of 
the Control Cost Manual. Likewise, we also recommend that Montana follow the recommendations 
for determining interest rates found in EPA’s Control Cost Manual. Specifically, where a firm-specific 
interest rate is available, we recommend that it be used to assess costs. We also recommend that the 
basis for any firm-specific interest rate be well-documented and justified. If a firm-specific interest 
rate is not available, then the band prime rate (3.25% as of March, 2022) can be an appropriate 
estimate of the interest rate. (1 - EPA Comments received) 

Response: 

As discussed in Section 6.2.3 of the RH SIP, when sources in Montana were conducting four-factor analyses, 
the Federal Bank prime rate was 5.5%. Although rates had dropped dramatically starting in the fall of 2019 
and continuing through 2021, these rates were unlikely to remain low, based on the historical bank prime rate 
over the past 20 years (bank prime rate has averaged 5.45%). As of July 28, 2022, bank prime rates are 5.5%.  
 
Montana believes an interest rate closer to historical averages should be used for ten-year planning periods 
for the Regional Haze program, as this provides some certainty that an appropriate factor will be in place 
when the projects would commence. Choosing an arbitrarily low or arbitrarily high instantaneous bank prime 
rate is an irresponsible financial approach when the planning periods are ten years in length. Montana 
disagrees with the commenters that a lower interest rate should be used to calculate cost of controls.  
 
There are numerous citations that support Montana’s decision to apply a 5.25% interest rate, even supporting 
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a higher 7.0% interest rate.  

An Office of Management and Budget Circular A-94 (Oct. 1992) prescribes as follows: 

Constant-dollar benefit-cost analyses of proposed investments and regulations should report net present value and other 
outcomes determined using a real discount rate of 7%. This rate approximates the marginal pretax rate of return on an 
average investment in the private sector in recent years.  

As discussed in the following examples, EPA and state air pollution control agencies, including MDEQ, have 
consistently used 7% interest rate for decades in making control technology cost effectiveness determinations under the 
CAA. This fact is attributable to two factors – this federal guidance and the need for consistency in calculating cost 
effectiveness where economic reasonableness will be based on prior decisions. This has remained constant notwithstanding 
changes in the bank prime interest rate. 

The Control Cost Manual, 5th Ed. (EPA-453/B-96-001) (Feb. 1996) states as follows. Note that the bank prime interest 
rate as of the date of this guidance was 8.25%. 

The interest rate ( i ) used in this Manual is a pretax marginal rate of return on private investment of 7% (annual). 
This value, which could also be thought of as a ‘real private rate of return’, is used in most of the OAQPS cost analyses 
and is in keeping with current OAQPS guidelines and the Office of Management and Budget recommendation for use 
in regulatory analyses. 

The Control Cost Manual, 6th Ed. (EPA-452/B-02-001) (Jan. 2002) states as follows. Note that the bank prime interest 
rate as of the date of this guidance was 4.75%. 

When State, local, Tribal and other governmental authorities assess pollution control costs, the 7% interest rate 
employed in this Manual should produce estimations comparable to those established by the Agency when it performs its 
own evaluations.  

In making its BACT determination as part of the PSD permit for the BHP Billiton Sake Prospect Drilling Project (March 
2012) pursuant to CAA § 165(a)(4), EPA generally relied on cost estimates provided by the applicant, with one exception 
that EPA described as follows. Note that the bank prime interest rate as of the date of permit issuance was 3.25%. 

Even properly adjusting the interest rate to a more appropriate seven percent (from the ten percent used by the applicant) 
only reduces the cost effectiveness to $18,510 per ton of NOx removed (from $19,283 per ton calculated by the 
applicant). 

In the preamble to its final BART FIP rule for Four Corners Power Plant (77 Fed. Reg. 51620, Aug. 24, 2012), EPA 
defended its use of 7% interest rate and provided the following response to a comment from the source owner, APS, suggesting use 
of a higher interest rate. Note that the bank prime interest rate as of the date of this rulemaking was 3.25%. 

Our cost analysis relied primarily on the highest cost estimates submitted by APS. EPA accepted all site-specific costs 
provided by APS for cost categories (e.g., purchased equipment, installation) that are typically included in a cost 
estimate conducted in accordance with the EPA Control Cost Manual, and only excluded line item costs that are not 
explicitly included in the EPA Control Cost Manual or in a limited number of cases where EPA determined 
alternative costs were more appropriate (e.g., costs of catalysts, interest rates).” EPA’s more detailed response in the 
response to comments document included in the FIP rulemaking docket indicates the interest rate used by EPA was 
7% rather than the 15% rate used by Black & Veatch (on behalf of APS). Note that the bank prime interest rate as 
of the date of this rulemaking was 3.25%. 
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In the preamble to its final BART FIP rule for Montana (77 Fed. Reg. 57864, Sept. 18, 2012), EPA defended its use of 
7% interest rate and provided the following response to a comment submitted by Sierra Club and other conservations 
organizations suggesting use of a lower interest rate. Note that the bank prime interest rate as of the date of this rulemaking was 
3.25%. 

Response: We disagree that the CRF used by EPA led to an overestimation of capital costs for SCR. In our cost 
analysis for Colstrip Units 1 and 2, we used an interest (discount) rate of 7% for all control options. This is consistent 
with guidance contained in the Office of Management and Budget, Circular A–4, for regulatory analysis.... 

In addition, the consistent use of a 7% interest rate and 20-year equipment life ensures that the costs are comparable 
between all of the control options considered (provided that each option has an equipment life of at least 20 years). It 
also ensures that the costs are comparable to other BART analyses where similar assumptions have been made. 
[Internal citations omitted.]  

Sierra Club and other conservations organizations appealed EPA’s decision regarding the BART FIP rule for Montana to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, which is the circuit in which Idaho falls. The court upheld EPA’s decision (NPCA 
v. EPA, 788 F.3d 1134 (9th Cir. 2015)), stating as follows. 

Third, NPCA objects that EPA improperly calculated the cost of installing SCR at Colstrip Units 1 and 2, leading 
it to reject SCR as BART. It challenges EPA’s calculation of the capital cost, its choice of interest rate, and the 
lifespan and maintenance costs assumed in EPA’s calculation. EPA provided a reasoned response to NPCA’s 
comments on these questions. NPCA maintains that EPA should have looked to different data sources to determine 
these costs. But it offers a reason that EPA should look to different underlying cost data in only one example case. It 
contends EPA should have chosen a 5% interest rate instead of a 7% interest rate in calculating these costs to comport 
with the requirements set forth in the EPA Air Pollution Cost Manual. But that manual instructs industry actors 
that they may wish to use a different interest rate for their own calculations. As EPA explained, EPA’s Manual 
clearly contemplates that EPA will use the interest rate set by the OMB, as it properly did here, in pursuing its own 
calculations. [Emphasis in original; internal citations omitted.] 

In the preamble to its final BART FIP rule for Wyoming (79 Fed. Reg. 5032, Jan. 30, 2014), EPA defended its use of 7% 
interest rate and provided the following response to a Sierra Club comment suggesting use of a lower interest rate. Note that the 
bank prime interest rate as of the date of this rulemaking was 3.25%. 

Response: We have retained the use of a 7-percent interest rate in calculating the capital recovery factor. For cost 
analyses related to government regulations, an appropriate “social” interest (discount) rate should be used, not the 
source’s actual rate of borrowing. OMB Circular A–4, providing Federal agencies guidance on developing regulatory 
analyses, and dated September 17, 2003, reiterates the guidance found in the earlier Circular A–94: “As a default 
position, OMB Circular A–94 states that a real discount rate of 7 percent should be used as a base-case for regulatory 
analysis. The 7 percent rate is an estimate of the average before-tax rate of return to private capital in the U.S. 
economy, based on historical data. It is a broad measure that reflects the returns to real estate and small business capital 
as well as corporate capital. It approximates the opportunity cost of capital, and it is the appropriate discount rate 
whenever the main effect of a regulation is to displace or alter the use of capital in the private sector.” [Internal citations 
omitted.] 

In making its BACT determination as part of the PSD permit for the Magnolia Nitrogen Idaho LLC facility (April 2014) 
pursuant to CAA § 165(a)(4), IDEQ relied on cost estimates provided by the applicant, including use of 7% interest rate for 
all cost estimates. Note that the bank prime interest rate as of the date of permit issuance was 3.25%.  
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In its response to comments document for the update to the SNCR section in the Control Cost Manual in May 2016 
(https://www3.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/docs/SNCR_CostManual_7thEd_RTC.pdf), EPA provided the following response to a 
Sierra Club comment suggesting use of a lower interest rate. Note that the bank prime interest rate as of the date of this guidance 
was 3.5%.  

Response: Section 1, Chapter 2 of the Cost Manual states that a social interest rate of 7% should be used instead of the 
nominal and real interest rates. The revisions to OMB Circular No. A-94, Appendix C (Revised December 2014) 
identified by the commenter changed the nominal and real interest rates for treasury notes and bonds, but did not revise 
the social interest rate, which remains at 7%. We used this 7-percent interest rate in calculating the capital recovery 
factor (CRF). This factor is important to estimating the annualized cost of capital, as the commenter has noted. For 
cost analyses related to government regulations, an appropriate “social” interest (discount) rate should be used, not the 
source’s actual rate of borrowing. This is stated and explained in OMB Circular A–4 (dated September 17, 2003), 
which provides Federal agencies guidance on developing regulatory analyses, and that reiterates the guidance found in the 
earlier Circular A–94:  

As a default position, OMB Circular A–94 states that a real [inflation-adjusted] discount rate of 7 percent 
should be used as a base-case for regulatory analysis. The 7 percent rate is an estimate of the average before-tax 
rate of return to private capital in the U.S. economy, based on historical data. It is a broad measure that 
reflects the returns to real estate and small business capital as well as corporate capital. It approximates the 
opportunity cost of capital, and it is the appropriate discount rate whenever the main effect of a regulation is to 
displace or alter the use of capital in the private sector.  

The yearly updates to OMB Circular A-94 to which the commenter refers, are indeed to Appendix C. However, as the 
letter that transmits this yearly update explains: “The rates presented in Appendix C do not apply to regulatory 
analysis or benefit-cost analysis of public investment. They are to be used for lease-purchase and cost-effectiveness 
analysis, as specified in the Circular.” We note that the reference to “cost-effectiveness analysis” here does not refer to 
that used in cost estimation as shown for this Cost Manual chapter and other chapters, but rather to the analysis of 
programs requiring the expenditure of federal funds.  

In Control Techniques Guidelines for the Oil and Natural Gas Industry (EPA-453/B-16-001) (Oct. 2016) 
(www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-10/documents/2016-ctg-oil-and-gas.pdf), which states are required to follow in 
establishing RACT under CAA § 172(c)(1), EPA consistently used 7% interest rate. Note that the bank prime interest rate 
as of the date of this guidance was 3.5%. 
 
Comment: 
 
Montana received comments regarding prescribed fire emissions. In summary, the commenters state that: 

1) The 2017 RHR includes a provision to allow states to adjust the glidepath to account for prescribed 
fire. The draft SIP states that prescribed fire emissions were taken from the 2014v2 National 
Emission Inventory (NEI) and were carried forward into the 2028 future year emissions. Recent data 
on prescribed fire activity, especially within the USFS, shows that the number of acres burned have 
increased since the development of the 2014v2 emissions inventory and are projected to increase 
through the planning period. Therefore, keeping prescribed fire emissions steady to 2028 
undercounts these emissions Nevertheless, the USFS is requesting that Montana adjust the glidepaths 
for its prescribed fire projections to reflect these adjusted estimates, as a clear acknowledgement of 

http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-10/documents/2016-ctg-oil-and-gas.pdf
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the shared state and federal goals of restoring fire adapted ecosystems. The Future Fire Scenario 
(FFS2) modeling provided by the Western Regional Air Partnership provides and updated and more 
accurate assessment of prescribed burning in Montana and surrounding states (1 - USFS Comments) 

Response: 

Montana did adjust the glidepath to account for prescribed fire using the WRAP methods, described in detail 
in WRAP Procedures for Making Visibility Projections and Adjusting Glidepaths.  While Montana agrees 
that the 2014v2 prescribed fire events in the 2028OTBa2 model scenario may not represent the variability in 
the activity, Montana relied on the work of the WRAP at the time and is not able to shift analyses to use the 
FFS2 modeling to adjust the glidepath. However, Montana agrees with the spirit of the comment; that 
prescribed fire emissions in future modeling scenarios are uncertain, and that more accurate methods for 
estimating future prescribed fire emissions is necessary in future planning periods.  

Comment: 
 
Montana received comments regarding economic considerations of requiring controls on coal-fired EGUs. 
In summary, the commenters state that: 

1) Montana points to a number of other factors, including “future projected economics of coal” and 
“the need for stable baseload generation” as well as “the shift in electrical generation away from coal 
toward renewables and natural gas” as reasons why further controls, including emission limit 
tightening, are not reasonable. The rationale for this control determination chosen must be based on 
the four-factor analyses. 40 CFR 51.308(f)(2)(i). In addition, it is generally not appropriate to rely on 
other factors to summarily dismiss cost-effective controls. Clarifications Memo at 12-13. Relatedly, 
energy stability impacts should also be subsumed into the costs’ consideration, and not be relied on 
as an independent basis to reject cost-effective controls. Guidance at 41-42. More specifically, it is 
not clear why a preference to favor one form electricity generation over others is relevant in 
determining reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal. This is particularly true where the 
favored form, coal, causes higher visibility impacts than the other forms at issue (gas, renewables). 
Montana should explain and provide documentation why considering factors such as these will 
nonetheless result in a reasonable determination of new or additional controls. (1 - EPA Comments 
received) 

2) The SIP cites economic considerations as one of the most significant reasons not to require any 
additional controls. In particular, the state cites increased costs to rate payers and facility closures as 
reasons not to require controls on any of its EGUs. The SIP also states that facility closures would 
lead to electrical grid instability. The SIP does not establish a cost-effectiveness threshold for possible 
controls on any of its facilities, suggesting that the state considers any economic cost would be too 
high. Regarding EGUs, the state says (p. 167): “Given the shift in electrical generation trends for 
EGUs and marketplace feasibility for both EGUs and oil and gas, Montana believes any costs 
imposed on Montana sources must produce a discernible improvement in modeled visibility during 
this planning period and not have the potential to cause detrimental impacts to Montana’s economy, 
rural communities, and grid stability.”  
 
However, the discussion of possible economic consequences from controls on the state’s coal-fired 
electrical generating facilities is largely speculative in nature. While the SIP notes that the number of 

http://www.wrapair2.org/pdf/2028_Vis_Proj_Glidepath_Adj_2021-03-01draft_final.pdf
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coal-fired EGUs is trending downward across the country, it does not demonstrate that the 
application of any possible controls to the state’s facilities would necessarily result in additional 
closures or grid instability. Other states are facing the same trends in coal-fired EGU generation but 
have selected cost-effectiveness thresholds for their facilities as high as $10,000/ton (Colorado, 
Oregon). Additional states that have chosen cost-effectiveness thresholds include Arizona ($4,000-
$6,000/ton), New Mexico ($7,000/ton), Texas ($5,000/ton), and Washington ($6,250/ton). Our 
analysis of Montana facilities shows that there are available control options with costs that are below 
these thresholds and potentially reasonable in this context. In addition, the SIP does not discuss why 
it would be impossible for facilities other than EGUs to bear any cost from additional controls.  (2 - 
NPS Comments)  

Response: 

Montana drafted this section of the RH SIP to provide background on the interrelatedness of energy and the 
environment and how the shift in electricity generation is occurring and expected to continue. The content of 
this section was not intended to be used in place of the four-factor analyses, but as added context to explain 
Montana’s (and generally the West’s) energy position. Although Montana believes the section of the RH SIP 
the commenters brought up is true and an important consideration, we have removed this section from the 
RH SIP.  

Comment: 
 
Montana received comments on visibility benefits. A commenter brought up: 

1) In addition to the potential economic costs, the SIP cites the need for discernible visibility benefits 
from controls to justify the decision to forgo additional control measures in the long-term strategy. 
However, Montana does not quantify the cumulative visibility benefit that is necessary or identify the 
level of improvement that would be considered meaningful. PA’s 2019 guidance acknowledges that 
the Clean Air Act does not prohibit a state from considering visibility benefit when determining 
which control measures are needed to make reasonable progress but clarified that visibility benefit 
should not be the sole factor used to dismiss otherwise reasonable and cost-effective controls. 
Visibility was not included as one of the four factors that §7491 of the Clean Air Act requires states 
to consider when determining which controls measures are needed to make reasonable progress. In 
its July 2021 memo, “Clarifications Regarding Regional Haze State Implementation Plans for the 
Second Implementation Period”, EPA addressed the use of visibility benefit when considering 
potential emissions controls. EPA stated that it is not appropriate to reject cost-effective control 
measures simply because the impact on visibility is considered insignificant. (2 - NPS Comments)   

Response: 

The content of the RH SIP that this commenter referred to has been removed from the document.  

Comment: 
 
Montana received a comment on the Glacier National Park Monitoring Strategy, specifically to remove 
discussion of the wastewater treatment facility at Glacier National Park from the draft SIP.   

1) In section 9.1 of the draft SIP, MDEQ raises a question regarding the representativeness of the 
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GLAC1 Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) monitor. This 
monitor is used to track the visibility progress of Glacier National Park under the Regional Haze 
Rule. MDEQ notes that there is a park wastewater treatment plant approximately 500 m north-
northwest of the monitor and suggests that it may be contributing to elevated wintertime 
(November-March) nitrate levels. The SIP includes wind roses in MT Draft SIP Figure 9-4 that were 
created using data from the Glacier International Airport, which is approximately 20 miles from the 
monitor. The SIP states that winds on the most impaired days during the wintertime come most 
frequently from the north-northwest, suggesting that the wastewater treatment plant may be 
contributing to ammonium nitrate concentrations. Figure 9-4 shows that winds are also from the 
northeast a significant portion of the time. We plotted wind data from the West Glacier horse stables 
site, AQS site number 30-029-8001, located at latitude 48.5103 degrees north and longitude 113.9969 
degrees west. This site is located inside the park boundary very close to the GLAC1 IMPROVE 
monitoring location, and it is therefore likely to be more representative of winds at the IMPROVE 
site than the Glacier airport site. Wind rose graphs shows that hourly winds are predominantly from 
the southwest and south, along with a significant contribution from the northeast. This is not 
surprising, given the site’s location near the end of a narrow valley that runs roughly from southwest 
to northeast. Winds from the north and northwest occur during only a small percentage of the time. 
(2 - NPS Comments)  

Response: 

We agree with the commenter. The wind data collected at the West Glacier horse stables site is closer to and 
therefore a better representation of wind conditions at the IMPROVE monitor. Given this more accurate 
information, we have removed the discussion postulating the emissions from the park’s wastewater treatment 
plant are responsible for increased nitrate levels registered at the IMPROVE site. 

Comment: 

Montana received a comment recommending that Montana consider engine rules similar to those 
implemented in Pennsylvania, Texas or California to reduce NOx emissions from engines associated with 
upstream oil and gas operations. (2 - NPS Comments) 

Response: 

EPA guidance states, “A key flexibility of the regional haze program is that a state is not required to evaluate all sources 
of emissions in each implementation period. Instead, a state may reasonably select a set of source for an analysis of 
control measures.”30  In the RepBase2 planning inventory, Montana oil and gas sources were estimated to emit 5,660 
tpy NOx and 440 tpy SO2, while point source emissions over the same period were emitted 26,688 NOx and 16,781 tpy 
SO2. SO2 emissions from oil and gas are very low because the Bakken formation contains sweet oil and gas with very 
low sulfur content. NOx emissions are low (comparatively), and mostly come from combustion sources at the site 
(engines, glycol dehydrators, flares and vehicles). These sources are well-controlled via New Source Performance 
Standards (NSPS) and Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) standards which help limit NOX emissions. 

Due to the iterative planning process, Montana has elected to consider whether measures for oil and gas sources are 
necessary to make reasonable progress in later implementation periods. Montana will evaluate changes in the oil and 

                                                      
30 EPA.gov, Guidance on Regional Haze State Implementation Plans for the Second Implementation Period, 
https://www.epa.gov/visibility/guidance-regional-haze-state-implementation-plans-second-implementation-period 

https://www.epa.gov/visibility/guidance-regional-haze-state-implementation-plans-second-implementation-period
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gas source category in the next progress report. 

Comment: 

Montana received a comment regarding possible source retirements and remaining useful life:  

There are instances where Montana cites to the possibility of source retirements “in the future” as a reason for 
not selecting additional controls, rather than citing to specifics. More information is required in order for 
Montana to rely on retirements either to forgo four-factor analyses or to use a shortened remaining useful life 
in its four factor analyses.  

Relatedly, Chapter 6, Emissions Control Analysis, Four-Factor Analysis for Cenex Harvest States 
Cooperative, Inc., the four factor analysis for NOX evaluation, under the category of “Remaining Useful 
Life” Montana states “Although not specifically noted in the submitted four-factor analysis and because the 
costs for each retrofit were prohibitive, it is believed that the impact of retrofitting these older units could 
provide some emission reductions. However, future replacement of these units such as with the planned 
replacement of Boiler #9, are the best steps forward for this round of regional haze.” This statement does 
not provide an answer for what Montana, or the source, considers to be its remaining useful life. In addition, 
to the extent Montana is relying on anticipated measures such as future boiler replacements to dismiss 
potential controls for this source or any other source, such anticipated measures as well as the analysis must 
be contained in the SIP. See Clarifications Regarding Regional Haze State Implementation Plans for the Second 
Implementation Period (July 8, 2021; hereinafter “Clarifications Memo”) at 10. We recommend that the state 
apply this comment and other EPA comments to other four-factor analyses within the SIP submission, to 
the extent they are applicable. (1 - EPA Comments Received) 

Response: 

Insofar as Montana referred to the “possibility of source retirements in the future”, this wording has been 
clarified in or removed from the RH SIP.  

The “Remaining Useful Life” section of the CHS, Inc. four-factor analysis has been updated to read “CHS 
believes units such as Boiler #9 and the Platform Heater may be candidates for replacement in the future and 
with those replacements, reductions are likely due to the controls installed on those units.  However, no 
credit is taken for a shorter remaining useful life and the resulting cost per ton estimates are considered 
high.” (page 257 of RH SIP).  

Comment: 

Montana received a comment on enforceable measures in the SIP:  

Overall comment on enforceable measures in SIPs. Section 110(a) of the Clean Air Act (42 USC section 
7410(a)) outlines the requirement that SIPs contain enforceable emissions limitations and other control 
measures, means, or techniques relied on and include a program for the enforcement of the measures. 
Therefore, any emission limits or control measures ultimately relied on by Montana to make reasonable 
progress must be accompanied by provisions to ensure that the emission limits or other control measures are 
enforceable and contained in the SIP. See EPA’s Guidance on Regional Haze State Implementation Plans for the 
Second Implementation Period (August 20, 2019; hereinafter “Guidance”) at 42. Also, see 40 CFR 51.308(f)(2). (1 
- EPA Comments Received) 
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Response: 

Montana has provided the requested provisions, ensuring that the source retirements and shutdowns are 
federally enforceable. Please see Appendix D. 

Comment: 

Montana received comments on Montana’s source selection process.   

1) The Regional Haze Rule instructs that “State[s] should consider evaluating major and minor 
stationary sources or groups of sources, mobile sources, and area sources” and that “State[s] must 
include… a description of the criteria it used to determine which sources or groups of sources it 
evaluated…” 40 CFR 51.308(f)(2)(i). Montana acknowledges that visibility impairing emissions largely 
come from point sources, non-point sources, and oil and gas sources, mobile sources, international 
emissions, and fire, both prescribed and wild. See, e.g., p. 127-151. However, Montana chose to select 
only stationary sources for four factor analysis using a Q/d analysis. EPA recommends that Montana 
explain why it is reasonable not to consider the other sources or groups of sources that contribute 
significantly to visibility impairment, especially oil and gas sources, and provide the criteria it used to 
exclude other sources from consideration. In the alternative, Montana may choose to select additional 
sources or groups of sources. In general, we encourage Montana to better explain and document how 
their source selection ensures that reasonable progress will be made. (EPA – Page H-3 of this document) 
 

2) Montana states that its sources with annual average emissions of NOX and SO2 combined under 100 
tons per year were removed from further analysis. From the remaining 24 sources (out of 271 
permitted stationary facilities, the only set of facilities considered), Montana then used a Q/d of 4 or 
greater for selecting sources to analyze for a four-factor analysis. However, Montana does not explain 
why either of those thresholds were selected, how the thresholds were selected, or how both 
thresholds combined ensure that Montana will select a reasonable set of sources for four-factor 
analyses. Further, Montana opted to begin its source selection process by only including stationary 
facilities and none of its oil and gas sources which also contribute significantly to visibility 
impairment. EPA suggests that Montana include additional explanation as to how their source-
selection will result in fulfillment of their reasonable progress requirements. (1 - EPA Comments 
Received) 

Response: 

Montana has addressed the first comment by describing in the RH SIP why we thought it was reasonable not 
to consider sources beyond point sources. Section 6.1 of the RH SIP now contains a more thorough 
demonstration, including more information on light extinction budgets, our authority to regulate certain 
sources of pollution, and why we did not consider oil and gas area sources for reasonable progress controls 
in this planning period. (Pages 151 – 161).  

To respond to the second comment, Montana clarified our source selection process (Page 162 of RH SIP):  

Montana used the annual point source emission inventories from 2014 – 2017 and averaged NOx 
and SO2 emissions over those four years, totaling 40,594 tons per year (tpy) of combined NOx and 
SO2 emissions from all permitted stationary sources in the state. As previously mentioned, at the time 
of this analysis, Montana considered 80% to be a reasonably large fraction of emissions. Montana 
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first separated the 271 sources into two groups: those facilities with average annual NOx and SO2 
emissions combined that exceeded 100 tpy and those facilities that were below 100 tpy. The first 
group (>100 tpy NOx +SO2) resulted in 24 sources, and represented .95% of the total 2014-2017 
NOx and SO2 emissions.   

Montana then used the Q/d visibility surrogate to identify the sources impacting nearby Class I areas. 
Montana selected a Q/d of 4 or greater to adequately represent the point source emissions impacting 
Montana Class I areas. The remaining list included 15 sources from the 24 sources of NOx and SO2 
emissions combined over 100 tpy. Then, Montana evaluated the second group (sources <100 tpy of 
NOx + SO2) under the Q/d = 4 threshold. Doing so picked up two sources that had less than 100 
tpy of NOx and SO2 combined, but were very close to a Class I area.  In total, these 17 point sources 
contribute on average 36,620 tpy of NOx and SO2 emissions; comprising about 90% of total NOx and 
SO2 emissions in the state from point sources.  A comprehensive list of sources evaluated is included 
in Appendix C.   

Comment: 

There is at least one instance where the state indicated that because a certain technology was determined to 
be infeasible during the first planning period, it is therefore also infeasible during the second planning period, 
without additional explanation (e.g. SO2 wet scrubbers for Ash Grove, pg 201). It would be helpful to have 
additional information as to why certain technologies were not considered in the four-factor analyses besides 
simply following what was done in the first planning period. Given the passage of time and the ongoing 
commercialization and application of control technologies, it is possible that some technologies that were 
previously infeasible are now feasible. In addition, if the state still concludes that certain technology is still 
infeasible proper documentation needs to be provided to demonstrate this. (1 - EPA Comments Received) 

Response: 

Montana has addressed this comment by describing in the RH SIP. Section 6.2.8 of the RH SIP now 
contains a more thorough demonstration, including an evaluation of SO2 wet scrubbers, for Ash Grove. 

Comment: 

Chapter 6, Emission Control Analysis. Thank you for defining upfront some of the constants (e.g., remaining 
useful life, interest rates, etc.) and assumptions made throughout the state’s analysis of the sources four-
factor analyses. (1 - EPA Comments Received) 

Response: 

Thank you, comment noted.  

Comment:  

Chapter 6, Emission Control Analysis. Throughout, if Montana determines, for a particular source, that no 
additional (i.e., new) measures are necessary to make reasonable progress, the state must determine whether 
the source’s existing measures are necessary to make reasonable progress. See section 4 (pages 8 – 12) of the 
Clarifications Memo for information on determining when a source’s existing measures are necessary to 
make reasonable progress. Generally, a source’s existing measures are needed to prevent future emission 
increases and are thus needed to make reasonable progress. If Montana concludes that the existing controls 
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at a selected source are necessary to make reasonable progress, Montana must adopt emissions limits based 
on those controls as part of its long-term strategy for the second planning period and include those limits in 
its SIP (to the extent they do not already exist in the SIP). Alternatively, if Montana can demonstrate that the 
source will continue to implement its existing measures and will not increase its emission rate and provide 
appropriate documentation to support its demonstration, it may be reasonable for the state to conclude that 
the existing controls are not necessary to make reasonable progress. In such case, the emission limits may not 
need to be adopted into the long-term strategy. For example, the existence of an enforceable emission limit 
or other enforceable requirement reflecting a source’s existing measures may also be evidence that the source 
will continue implementing those measures. Thus, Montana should provide information on any enforceable 
emission limits associated with sources’ existing measures and clearly identify the instrument in which the 
relevant limit(s) exist (by providing, e.g., the applicable permit number and where it can be found) and 
provide information on the specific permit provision(s) on which they are relying. We recommend that 
Montana make clear its determination for each source and explain whether it is including either existing or 
new emission limits for each source in the long-term strategy and SIP (or whether emission limits already 
exist in the SIP). See Guidance at 43; Clarifications Memo at 8-10. (1 - EPA Comments Received) 

Response:  

Montana plotted the historical emissions trends from 2000 – 2021, including the projected emissions in 2028. 
for the sources evaluated for additional controls, presented in the graphs below. These graphs demonstrate 
that these sources will continue to implement existing measures and no increase in emission rates is expected, 
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based on historical trends.  Enforceable emission limits or other enforceable requirements that reflect the 
sources exiting measures are listed in the tables below. These are taken from each source’s Title V permit.  

Ashgrove Operating Permit #OP2005-11: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/ 

Parameter 

Permit Limit Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

G.1, G.13, 
G.14, G.27, 
G.30, G.39, 
G.42, G.43 

Opacity 40% Operation and 
maintenance of 

Pulse Jet 
Baghouse 

Whenever 
process 

equipment is 
operating 

Semiannual 

Method 9 As requested by 
the Department 

Semiannual 

G.2, G.13, 
G.14, G.15, 
G.16, G.17, 
G.18, G.25, 
G.27, G.29, 
G.30, G.35, 
G.36, G.39, 
G.41, G.42, 
G.43   

Filterable 
Particulate 

Matter 

0.07 lb/ton of 
clinker based on a 

30-day rolling 
average from the kiln 

during startup, 
shutdown, 

malfunction and 
normal operation 

  

Operation and 
maintenance of 

Pulse Jet 
Baghouse 

 

 

Whenever 
process 

equipment is 
operating 

 

Semiannual 

 

Method 5 Annually Semiannual 

CPMS Ongoing Semiannual 

G.3, G.16, 
G.17, G.18, 
G.30, G.33, 
G.35, G.36, 
G.39, G.40, 
G.41, G.42, 
G.43 

Sulfur Dioxide 
(SO2) 

2.0 lb/ton clinker 
(30-day rolling 

average) from the 
kiln during startup, 

shutdown, 
malfunction and 
normal operation 

CEMS Ongoing Semiannual 

Semi-Dry Scrubbing 
Control 

G.4, G.5, 
G.30, G.33, 
G.35, G.36, 
G.39, G.40, 

Oxides of 
Nitrogen 
(NOx) 

Operate Low NOx 
Burner Technology 

CEMS Ongoing Semiannual 

Operate SNCR 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/ 

Parameter 

Permit Limit Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

G.41, G.42, 
G.43  

7.5 lb/ton of clinker 
(30-day rolling 

average) from the 
kiln during startup, 

shutdown, 
malfunction and 
normal operation  

G.6, G.19, 
G.28, G.42, 
G.43 

Operational 
Limit (glass) 

800 tons/year Recordkeeping When using glass Semiannual 

G.7, G.20, 
G.23, G.26, 
G.27, G.36, 
G.42, G.43 

Dioxins/Furans 0.20 ng  per dscm 
corrected to 7% 

Oxygen 

Method 23 Every 30 Months Semiannual 

Inspection of 
Combustion 
Components 

Annual Semiannual 

G.8, G.21, 
G.26, G.30, 
G.34, G.35, 
G.36, G.39, 
G.42, G.43 

Mercury 55 lbs per million 
tons of clinker (30-
day rolling average) 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

G.9, G.10, 
G.22, G.26, 
G.30, G.36, 
G.39, G.42, 
G.43  

THC or Total 
Organic HAP 

THC 24 ppm or 
Organic Air Toxics – 

12 ppmv 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

G.11, G.23, 
G.26, G.30, 
G.31, G.36, 
G.39, G.42  

Operational 
Limit 

Inlet temperature to 
PMCD 

Continuous 
Monitor 

Ongoing Semiannual 

G.12, G.24, 
G.26, G.30, 
G.42 

Work Practices Work Practices 40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart LLL 
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Billings Refinery Operating Permit #OP1564-19: 

Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU001 Boilers: Main Boiler House Stack: 
Boilers B-1, B-2, B-5, and B-6, and 
Temporary Boiler. 

Amine Treatment for NSPS J and State fuel gas 
sulfur content and SO2 limitations 

NSPS Db for B-5 and B-6 (PM and NOX).  Temp 
Boiler not subject to this subpart. 

MACT DDDDD for all boilers (PM and CO as 
surrogate for HAPS)  

ULNB for B-5 and B-6 

State NOX, CO and VOC emissions limitations for 
B-5 and B-6 

8 weeks and 51 MMBtu/hr on temp boiler – 
turnarounds only 

EU002 FCCU: FCCU Regenerator NSPS J PM Limit controlled by cyclones and/or Pall 
Filter 
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Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

NSPS J CO Limit 

NSPS J SO2 Limit 

MACT UUU (PM as surrogate for metal HAPs, CO 
as surrogate for organic HAPs) 

GOHDS Outage Plan 

State SO2 limitations 

EU003 Fuel Gas Combustion Units: 

H-1, H-2, H-4, H-5, H-10, H-11, H-
12, H-13, H-14, H-15, H-16, H-17, 
H-18, H-19, H-20, H-21, H-23, H-
24, H-3901, H-8401, H-8402, H-
9401, 9501, 9502, and 9701.  

NSPS J – all units except Ja units, i.e. H-24 and H-17 

Additional State Fuel Gas H2S conditions 

Low NOX Burners   

MACT DDDDD 

EU004 Refinery Flare (Refinery Main 
Plant Relief Flare) 

Emergency Flare  

Flare is control equipment, operating under NSPS Ja 
and subject to Consent Agreement requirements 

EU005  Cooling Towers associated with 
Vacuum Improvement Project 
and NaHS Project: 

     Cooling Tower CWT-5 

     Jupiter Cooling Tower CT 615-
A/B/C 

     Jupiter Cooling Tower CT-120 

     Jupiter Cooling Tower CT-602 

Drift Eliminators 

 

MACT CC 

 

State Conductivity Limits 

EU006 Refinery Fugitive Emissions 

- Cryogenic Unit, 
- C-23 Compressor Station, 
- C-3901 Coker Unit Wet Gas 
Compressor 
- C-5301 Flare Gas Recovery Unit 
Liquid Ring Compressor 
- C-5302 Flare Gas Recovery 
Unit Liquid Ring Compressor 
- C-8301 Cryo Unit Inlet Gas 
Compressor 
- C-8302 Cryo Unit Refrigerant 
Compressor 

NSPS GGG and GGGa 

 

MACT CC 

 

NSPS Ja for Delayed Coking Unit 
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Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

- C-8303 Cryo Unit Regeneration 
Gas Compressor  
- C-8401 No. 4 HDS 
Makeup/Recycle Hydrogen 
Compressor 
- C-7401 Hydrogen 
Makeup/Reformer Hydrogen 
Compressor 
- C-9401 Hydrogen Plant Feed 
Gas Compressor 
- C-9501 Makeup/Recycle Gas 
Compressor 
- C-9701 Feed Gas Compressor 
- C-8402 Makeup/Recycle 
Hydrogen Compressor 
- Hydrogen Membrane Unit, 
- Gasoline Merox Unit, 
- Hydrogen Plant Feed System, 
- Alkylation Unit Butane 
Defluorinator Project, 
- PMA Process Unit, 
- Depropanizer Project, 
- Crude Topping Units, 
- Crude Vacuum Unit, 
- Fluidized Catalytic Cracking 
Unit, 
- Catalytic Reforming Units #1 
& #2, 
- Alkylation Unit, 
- Hydrodesulfurization Units #1 
& #2, 
- Gas Oil Hydrotreating Unit, 
- Delayed Coking Unit, 
- Upgrading, Treating, and 
Recovery Units, 
- Cryo Debutanizer Unit, 
- Butamer/Feed Prep Unit, 
- Gas Recovery Plant Unit, 
- Naphtha Splitter Unit, 
- Sat Gas Plant Unit, 
- Hydrogen Purification Unit, 
- Railroad Loading Rack,  
- Cooling Towers, and  
- Tank Farm.   

EU007 Sulfur Recovery Facility 

- Ammonium Thiosulfate (ATS) 

NSPS Ja 
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Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

Unit, 
- Ammonium Sulfide Unit,  
- Sulfur Recovery Units 1 and 2 

(Main Stack #1) 
- Sulfur Recovery Unit 3 (Main 

Stack #2) 
- Jupiter SRU Flare. 

 

 

MACT UUU 

 

CAM Plan 

EU008 Storage Tanks (non-wastewater) 

 (see Transportation Operations 
#OP4056 for additional tankage) 

Refinery MACT 1 Group 1: 

- Crude Oil Storage Tanks #1, 
#2, and #1102;  

- Gasoline, Naphtha, and 
Other Storage Tanks:  #3, 
#5, #7, #9, #12, #16, #21, 
#41, #42, #45, #46, #49, 
#52, #55, #72, #75, #80, 
#86, #87, #102, #110, #851, 
#2909 

Refinery MACT 1 Group 2: 

- Asphalt and PMA Storage 
Tanks #4, #62, #100, #101 
& #3201 

- Jet A, Distillate, and Diesel 
Storage Tanks #8, #10, #14, 
#20, #33, #47, #48, #53, 
#54, #57, #74,  

- Residual and Fuel Oil Storage 
Tanks #6, #17, # 39, #40, 
#69, #70, #81, #107 

- Other Storage Tanks #11, 
#13, #18, #32, #59, #60, 
#82, #88, #91, #92, #116, 
#801 

Organic Liquid Distribution MACT: 

- Proto Gas Tanks #2901 - 
#2907 

- Dye & Other Tanks #78, 
#79 & #109 

NSPS K, Ka, Kb, UU 

 

MACT CC, EEEE 
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Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

Other 

- Propane Tanks 
EU010 Wastewater Treatment 

Wastewater Tanks:  

- #15 – Sour Water 
- #34, #35 & #164 – Slop Oil 
- #4523 - WW Surge  

Wastewater Separators: 

- #163 – Primary Separator 
- #169 & #170 – Secondary 

Separators (CPI) 
- #4510 & #4511 – Desalter 

Break 
- #4512 & #4513 – Coker 

Break 
Oily Water Sewer Drain Systems: 

- Coker Unit,  
- Gas Oil Hydrotreater, 
- No.1 Hydrogen Unit (20.0 

MMscfd), 
- No.2 Hydrogen Unit, 
- No.5 HDS Unit, 
- C-23 Compressor Station,  
- Alkylation Unit Butane 

Defluorinator Project,  
- Alkylation Unit Depropanizer 

Project,  
- #3 Sour Water Stripper, 
- South Tank Farm, and 
- Associated Wastewater Tanks 

NSPS Kb, QQQ 

 

MACT CC 

 

NESHAP FF 

EU011 Miscellaneous Process Vents MACT CC 

EU012 Catalytic Reforming Units 1 & 2 MACT UUU 

EU013 Backup Coke Crusher  None 

EU014 Reciprocating Internal 
Combustion Engines 

- Backup Coke Crusher Engine 

NSPS IIII and MACT ZZZZ, as applicable 
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Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

- Cryo Backup Air Compressor 
Engine 

- Boiler House Air Compressor 
Engine 

- Storm Water to Holding Pond 
Pump Engine 

- Boiler House Backup Air 
Compressor 

- 665 horsepower Backup Fire 
Pump Engine 

- 300 horsepower Backup HDS 
Flare Drum Pump Engine 
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CHS Inc Operating Permit #1821-20 

Emission 

Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU007 Platformer Unit, including the Benzene Reduction 
Unit (BRU) 

• Platformer Heater (P-HTR-1) 
• Platformer Debutanizer Reboiler Heater (P-HTR-2) 
• Platformer Splitter Reboiler (P-HTR-3) 
• Benzene Reduction Unit Oily Water Sewer 

LDAR – NSPS GGGa (BRU), MACT CC, 

Low NOx technology (Platformer Splitter  
Reboiler)  

NSPS Ja – Platformer Splitter Reboiler (H2S in 
RFG only)  NSPS QQQ (BRU) 

MACT UUU, DDDDD 

MAQP limits – Platformer Splitter Reboiler 

EU008 Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) Unit 

• FCC Charge Heater (FCC-Htr-1) 
• FCC Regenerator (FCC-VSSL-1) 

LDAR – MACT CC, 

FCC Regenerator: SO2/NOx/CO 

CEMS and COMS; ESP (control device); 

NSPS J (PM, SO2), NSPS Ja (CO), 

MAQP limits, MACT UUU; Billings/Laurel 
SO2 Stipulation 

 FCC Charge Heater: Low NOX    Technology 
NSPS Ja, NOx CEM, MACT DDDDD, 
MAQP limits 

EU009 Alkylation/Butamer/Merox/Saturate Units 

• Alkylation Unit Hot Oil Belt Heater (ALKY-HTR-
1) 

• Group 1 Miscellaneous Process Vents (Alkylation 
Unit Butamer Stabilizer Off Gas and Disulfide 
Separator Off 
Gas) 

LDAR – NSPS GGG 

MACT CC, DDDDD 

EU010 Mild Hydrocracker (MHC) and Hydrogen Plant (100 
Unit) 

• Reformer Heater (H-101) 
• Reformer Heater (H-102) 
• Reactor Charge Heater (H-201) 
• Fractionator Feed Heater (H-202) 
• Recycle Hydrogen Compressor (C-203) 
• Makeup Hydrogen Compressor (C-204A/B) 

LDAR – NSPS GGG (Hydrogen Plant), NSPS 
GGGa (MHC, compressors), MACT CC 

MAQP Limits (heaters)  

Low NOx Technology (on heaters)  

H-102: NSPS Ja, NOx/CO CEM 
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Emission 

Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU011 Zone D SRU and TGTU and TGI 

• Tail Gas Incinerator (INC-401) 

MAQP Limits 

SO2 CEMS 

Billings/ Laurel SO2 Stipulation 

NSPS Ja 

MACT UUU 

EU012 Zone A #1 and #2 SRU feeding one TGTU and 
TGI 

• Tail Gas Incinerator (SRU-AUX-4) 

SO2 CEMS, 

 

Billings/ Laurel SO2 Stipulation  

NSPS J, QQQ (TGTU) 

MACT UUU 

EU013 Steam Generation Units 

• Boiler #9 
• Boiler #10 
• Boiler #11 
• Boiler #12 

MAQP Limits 

LDAR – NSPS GGG (10 & 11), NSPS 
GGGa (12) 

Low NOx Technology (Boilers #10, #11, and 
#12) 

NSPS Db (10, 11 and 12), Ja (12 – H2S in 
RFG only) 

  MACT DDDDD 

CEMS: NOx, CO (10, 11, 12) 

EU014 Tank Farm (non-Wastewater): 

• Refinery MACT I Group 1 Storage Vessels 
• Refinery MACT I Group 2 Storage Vessels 
• Refinery MACT I Exempt vessels – pressure 

vessels, not organic HAP, not refining 
  

 

Internal and External Floating Roofs, Fixed 
Roofs 

LDAR (MACT CC, BACT, as 

applicable) 

NSPS Kb  

UU (as applicable)  

MAQP limits 
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Emission 

Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU015 Transfer Facilities 

• Asphalt Loading Heater #1 
• Truck Product Loading Rack and VCU 
• Railcar Product Loading Rack and VCU 
• Railcar Gasoline Component Unloading 

VCU (control device) on Light Product Truck 
Loading Rack and Railcar Loading Rack, 

LDAR – MACT CC, BACT 

Proper design and operating practices 

NSPS Ja, XX 

MACT CC (Loading rack), DDDDD MAQP 
limits 

EU016 Wastewater Treatment Units 

• Separators 
API separators: T-23A/B, TK-3437, TK-3447 

Separators – slop oil facilities: T-16, T-17, T-18  

Dissolved gas flotation units: TK-3448, TK-3458  

Other separators: TK-23, T-14 

• Storage Vessels 
Wastewater: T-20, T-25, TK-25, TK-3436  

Slop oil: TK-44, TK-118 

Sour water: TK-128, TK-129 

Foam/sludge: TK-3449, TK-3450, TK-3451 

• Control Devices 
F-3401A/B/C Activated carbon beds  

034IN0001 Wastewater Area Combustor 

 

NSPS QQQ, Kb (as applicable) 

LDAR – BACT  

MACT CC 

EU017 Flare Systems 

• Main Refinery Flare (FL-7202) 
• Zone E Coker Flare (FL-7201) 

Flare – Control Device, flare gas recovery 
system 

Billings/ Laurel SO2 Stipulation (Main 
Refinery Flare)  

Billings/Laurel SO2 FIP  

NSPS Ja  

MACT CC  

LDAR - BACT 
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Emission 

Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU018 RCRA Units Restrictions on Land Tillage (HSWA 

permit) 

EU019 Cooling Towers 

• Cooling Towers #1, #2, #3 
• Cooling Tower #5 
• Cooling Tower #6 (Coker Cooling Tower) 
• Heat Exchange Systems associated with each 

cooling tower 

MACT CC – heat exchange systems  

Mist eliminator (#6) 

EU020 Saturate Gas Concentration Unit – naphtha splitter consolidated with EU002 

 

EU021 Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) (900 Unit) and 
Hydrogen Plant (1000 Unit) 

• Reactor Charge Heater (H-901) 
• Fractionator Reboiler (H-902) 
• Reformer Heater (H-1001) 
• C-901A/B Compressor 
• C-902A/B Compressor 

LDAR – NSPS GGG, MACT CC NSPS Ja 
(H-1001), QQQ 

MACT DDDDD 

MAQP limits 

Low NOx technology (heaters) 

CEMs: NOx (H-901, H-902, H-1001) and 
CO (H-1001) 

EU022 Delayed Coker Unit 

• Coker Charge Heater (H-7501) 
• Coke Processing Operations 
• C-7601 compressor 
• Coke drum steam vent 

LDAR – NSPS GGG, MACT CC NSPS 
QQQ 

MACT CC, DDDDD 

Reasonable precautions for coke processing 

Low NOx technology MAQP limits 

CEMS – CO (heater) 

EU023 Zone E SRU, TGTU and TGI NSPS J 

MACT UUU 

MAQP limits  

CEMs – SO2 

EU024 Ammonia Combustor SCR 

NSPS Ja 

MAQP limits  

CEMs – NOx, SO2 
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Emission 

Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU025 Hydrogen Plant #3 

Hydrogen Reformer Heater (067HT0001) 

 

SCR on Reformer Heater 

LDAR – NSPS GGGa, MACT CC NSPS – 
Ja, QQQ 

MACT – DDDDD 

MAQP limits CEMs – NOx, CO 

EU026 Stationary Engines 

• Emergency Generators 
Admin 1 EG (021-GN-
0204) Zone C DCS EG 
(024-SG-001) Zone E DCS 
EG (075-SG-001) CCB 
EG1 (002-SG-002) 
CCB EG2 (002-SG-003) 

Zone B DCS EG (004-SG-025) 

Westside Complex EG (002-SG-001)  

Zone D DCS EG (065-SG-003)  

Zone A DCS EG (004-SG-001) 

Truck Terminal EG (LrlTermGen)  

Admin 3 EG (021-GN-1031) 

 

• Diesel Fire Water Pump Engines 
East Fire Pump #1 (EG-2205) 
East Fire Pump #2 (EG-2206)  

Tank 134 East Pump (P-2207) 

Tank 134 West Pump (P-2208)  

West Diesel Pump (P-2204) 

• Emergency Plant Air Compressors 
Zone C Plant Air Compressor (024CO0064) 

Zone E Plant Air Compressor (026CO0004) 

NSPS IIII , JJJJ  

MACT ZZZZ 
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CELP Operating Permit #OP0513-17 

Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU001 Truck Transport of Coal Reasonable Precautions and Covered Haul 
Trucks 

EU002 Truck Unloading of Coal Baghouse 

EU003 Coal Crushing and Transport Baghouse 

EU004 Coal Bunker Bin Vents Baghouses 

EU005 Limestone Unloading, Handling, and Storage Fabric Filter Baghouse and Cartridge Filter 

EU006 Circulating Fluidized Bed Boiler Baghouse, Limestone Injection, and Low-
Temperature Combustion 

EU007 Flyash Conveying and Storage Baghouse 

EU008 Bedash Conveying and Storage Baghouse 

EU009 Ash Storage Silo Unloading Baghouse 
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Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU010 Ash Truck Unloading Water Spray 

EU011 Fugitive Emissions: Ash Disposal Area Water Spray 

EU012 Fugitive Emissions: Vehicle Traffic Paving or chemical dust suppression or water 
spray as backup 

EU013 Open Coal Storage Piles (Two) Reasonable Precautions 

EU014 Diesel-Fired Emergency Boiler Feed Pump Engine Design 

EU015 Diesel-Fired Fire Water Supply Pump Engine Design 

EU016 Diesel-Fired Portable Welder Engine Design 

 

Circulating Fluidized Bed Boiler (EU006): 

Condition(s) 

Pollutant/ 

Parameter Permit Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 
Reporting 

Requirement Method Frequency 

E.1, E.14, E.15, 
E.31, E.41, E.47 

Opacity 20%/27% COMS Ongoing Quarterly 

Method 9 As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

 

Semiannual 

E.2, E.17, E.21, 
E.24, E.31, 
E.32, E.41, 
E.42, E.47 

PM10 26.28 tons/year 

144.0 lbs/day 

6.0 lbs/hour 

Method 201A Annual Semiannual 

E.2, E.16, E.18, 
E.25, E.31, 
E.34, E.41, 
E.42, E.46, E.47 

SO2 1,840 tons/year 

5.04 tons/day 

432 lbs/hour (3-
hour) 

574 lbs/hour (1-
hour) 

CEMS Ongoing Quarterly 

Method 6/6A As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

Semiannual 

NOx 1,435 tons/year CEMS Ongoing Quarterly 
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Condition(s) 

Pollutant/ 

Parameter Permit Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 
Reporting 

Requirement Method Frequency 

E.2, E.16, E.19, 
E.31, E.34, 
E.41, E.42, 
E.46, E.47 

7,864 lbs/day 

328 lbs/hour 

Method 7/7E As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

Semiannual 

E.2, E.16, E.20, 
E.31, E.34, 
E.41, E.42, 
E.46, E.47 

CO 232 tons/year 

1,272 lbs/day 

53 lbs/hour 

CEMS Ongoing Quarterly 

Method 10 As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

Semiannual 

E.2, E.21, E.32, 
E.46, E.47 

Emission Control 
Equipment 

Operation and 
maintenance of a 

baghouse 

Operation and 
maintenance of a 

baghouse 

Ongoing Semiannual 

E.4, E.22, E.46, 
E.47 

Stack Heights 200 feet Reporting Annual Annual 

E.5, E.23, E.33, 
E.46, E.47 

Fuel Burning More than 25% by 
weight coal refuse 
on an annual basis 

Reporting Annual Annual 

E.6, E.24, E.35, 
E.46, E.47 

PM CAM Plan ARM 17.8.1506 Provisions from 
CAM Plan, 
Appendix F 

Ongoing Semiannual 

E.7, E.25, E.36, 
E.46, E.47 

SO2 CAM Plan ARM 17.8.1506 Provisions from 
CAM Plan, 

Appendix G 

Ongoing Semiannual 

E.8, E.26, E.37, 
E.43, E.46, E.47 

Mercury Emissions 0.9 lb/TBtu MEMS Ongoing Semiannual 

E.9, E.10, E.27, 
E.38, E.46, E.47 

Mercury Emission 
Control 

Equipment 

Mercury 
oxidizer/sorbent 
handling system 

Log Ongoing Semiannual 

E.11, E.28, 
E.37, E.43, 
E.46, E.47 

40 CFR Part 75 40 CFR Part 75 40 CFR Part 75 Ongoing Semiannual 

E.12, E.29, 
E.39, E.44, 
E.46, E.47 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

Semiannual 
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Condition(s) 

Pollutant/ 

Parameter Permit Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 
Reporting 

Requirement Method Frequency 

E.13, E.30, 
E.40, E.45, 
E.46, E.47 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart UUUUU 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart UUUUU 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart UUUUU 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart UUUUU 

Semiannual 
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Colstrip Operating Permit OP#0513-17 

Emission 
Units ID Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

 
EU001 

 
Unit #1 – Tangential Coal Fired Boiler 

Wet Venturi Scrubber, Low NOx burner 
firing system and digital controls (Alstom 
LNCFS II ® System) 

 
 
EU002 

 
 
Unit #2 – Tangential Coal Fired Boiler 

Wet Venturi Scrubber, Low NOx burner 
firing system and digital controls (Alstom 
LNCFS II ® System) modified with a 
Smartburn ® Low NOx combustion system 

 
 
EU003 

 
 
Unit #3 – Tangential Coal Fired Boiler 

Wet Venturi Scrubber, advanced low NOx 
firing and digital controls for NOx control 
(Alstom LNCFS III® System) modified with 
a Smartburn ® Low NOx combustion 
system 

 
 
EU004 

 
 
Unit #4 – Tangential Coal Fired Boiler 

Wet Venturi Scrubber, advanced low NOx 
firing and digital controls for NOx control 
(Alstom LNCFS III® System) modified with 
a Smartburn ® Low NOx combustion 
system 
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Emission 
Units ID Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

 
 
EU007 

 
 
Coal Handling System (1 & 2) 

Enclosed conveyors Dust 
suppressant 
Enclosed downspout with elevation doors 
Dustless transfer chutes (certain 
locations) 

 
 
EU008 

 
Coal Handling System – (silos, 
distribution bin, surge pile tunnel, 
crushing and sampling house, and 
vacuum cleaning system) (3 & 4) 

Enclosed conveyors Dust 
suppressant 
Enclosed drop chute with elevation doors 
Dustless transfer chutes (certain 
locations) 

 
 
EU009 

 
 
Coal Piles (Wind Erosion) 

Sealant on some storage piles, Dust 
suppression system, Enclosures, Wind fences 
on three coal piles, Water/chemical dust 
suppressant application through sprays or 
water trucks 

EU010 Emergency Engines Operation per NSPS and NESHAP 
EU012 Lime Handling System Pneumatic Unloading 
EU013 Plant Roads Dust suppressant is applied annually and 

water is applied as needed 

EU014 Process Ponds and Mechanical 
Evaporators 

Material is wet, meteorological parameters for 
mechanical evaporators, wind fencing 

EU015 Aboveground Gasoline Tank Permanent submerged fill pipe 
EU017 Tangential Coal Fired Units 1-4 

Mercury Emissions Mercury oxidizer/sorbent 

EU018 Mercury Oxidizer/Sorbent Handling 
Systems (Units 1-4) Bin Vent Filter 
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ExxonMobil Operating Permit OP#1564-19: 

Unit ID Descriptions Pollution Control 
Device/Practices 

EU09 FCCU – Catalytic Cracking Unit 

       EU09a: CCOB (FCCU CO Boiler)  

       EU09b: CCOB – Bypass 

Selective Catalytic Reduction 
(SCR), COMS, SO2 CEMS, 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
CEMS, nitrogen oxides 
(NOx) CEMS, Sour Water 
Stripper Overheads 
(SWSOH) sent to CCOB  

40 CFR 60 Subpart J,  

40 CFR 63 Subpart UUU 

EU10 ULEB/SLEB – Unsaturated Light Ends Unit, Saturated 
Light Ends Unit, Sour Water Strippers, Gas Compression– 
Eliminated EU (requirements covered by EU17) 
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Unit ID Descriptions Pollution Control 
Device/Practices 

EU11 HCBL – Hydrocracking Unit – Eliminated EU (heater moved to 
EU00) 

 

EU12 H2 Plant/HRUB – H2 Plant, H2 Upgrade (Recovery) Facility, 
MDU Replacement – Eliminated EU (heater moved to EU00) 

 

EU13 Utilities – Air Compressors/Dryers, Boiler Feed Water 
System – Eliminated EU (boilers moved to EU00) 

 

EU14 Oil Movements and Utilities (OM&U) 

       EU14a:  Flare – Flare and Turnaround Flare 

       EU14c: Flare Seal Drum  

Steam assisted flare, CEMS 
on RFG Header (see EU00), 
Flare H2S CEMS, TS CEMS, 
and Flow Meter 

EU15 Oil Movements & Shipping (OM&S)  Group I MACT Controls 

EU16 Catalytic Hydrotreater Unit – Billings (CHUB) (or Low 
Sulfur Mogas) – Eliminated EU (heater moved to EU00, 
other requirements covered by EU17) 

 

EU17 Refinery-Wide Fugitive Emissions LDAR 

EU18 Emergency/Back Up Portable and Stationary Engines 

EU18a: SE1–SE14, IEU06a & IEU06b, LK01-04 

EPA engine standards 
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Coker Boiler 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameters Permit 
Limits 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method                   
Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

D.1, D.7,  
D.8, D.9, 
D.10, D.18, 
D.19, D.23, 
D.24, D.28, 
D.29 

Opacity 

KCOB and F-202 
(exhausts through 

KCOB stack)   

20%/60% 
for Soot 
Blowing 

Method 9 As required 
by the 

Department 
and Section 

III.A.1 

Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

COMS:  40 
CFR Part 51, 
Appendix P 
and 40 CFR 

Part 60 
Appendix B 

Specification 1 

Ongoing Quarterly 

D.2, D.8, 
D.12, D.18, 
D.19, D.23, 
D.24, D.26, 
D.28, D.29 

PM, Fuel-Burning 
Equipment (KCOB 
and F-202 (exhausts 

through KCOB stack)) 

E = 0.882 
*H-0.1664 

or 

E = 1.026 
*H-0.233 

Method 5 Once every 
5 yrs when 
YELP is 

down 

Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

CAM (COMS) Continuous Quarterly 

D.3, D.8, 
D.12, D.18, 
D.19, D.23, 
D.24, D.26, 
D.28, D.29 

PM, Process Weight 

KCOB  

E = 4.10 * 
P0.67 

or 

E = 55.0 * 
P0.11 – 40 

Method 5 Once every 
5 yrs when 
YELP is 

down 

Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

CAM (COMS) Continuous Quarterly 

D.4, D.13, 
D.20, D.21, 
D.25, D.26, 
D.28, D.29 

Coker Process Gas Send all 
Coker 

Process gas 
to YELP 

Recordkeeping Ongoing, 
whenever 

YELP 
Operates 

Quarterly 

D.5, D.14, 
D.15, D.16, 
D.18, D.19, 
D.21, D.23, 
D.26, D.27, 
D.28, D.29 

SO2 

KCOB (when YELP is 
not operating) 

2,142.9 
lb/3-Hr 

17,143.1 
lb/day 

SO2 CEMS  Ongoing   Quarterly 

Flow Rate 
Monitor 

Ongoing Quarterly 

RATA Methods 
1-4 & 6/6C 

Annually  Semiannually 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameters Permit 
Limits 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method                   
Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

D.6, D.17, 
D.22, D.28, 
D.29 

Misc. Process Vents As required 
by 40 CFR 

63.643 

Monitoring and 
Testing 

As required 
by 40 CFR 
63.644 & 

645 

Semiannually and 40 
CFR 63 Subpart CC  

 

FCCU: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameters Permit 
Limits 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method                  Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

F.1, F.16, 
F.17, F.18, 
F.29, F.34, 
F.35, F.37, 
F.38 

Opacity – FCCU 
Catalyst Regenerator 

(through CCOB Stack) 

30% (except 
one 6-
minute 

period in 
each hour) 

COMS  Ongoing Quarterly 

Method 9 As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

F.2, F.16, 
F.17, F.18, 
F.29, F.34, 
F.35, F.37, 
F.38 

Opacity – CCOB 
(when FCCU Catalyst 
Regenerator is down) 

40%/60% 
for Soot 
Blowing  

COMS  Ongoing  Quarterly  

Method 9 As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

 

F.3, F.19, 
F.22, F.31, 
F.37, F.38 

FCCU Catalyst 
Regenerator (PM, CO 

and opacity) 

40 CFR 60  
Subpart J 

40 CFR 60 
Subpart J 

40 CFR 60 
Subpart J 

Semiannually and 
40 CFR 60 
Subpart J 

F.4, F.15, 
F.20, F.32, 
F.37, F.38 

FCCU Catalyst 
Regenerator (PM, CO, 

HAPs and opacity) 

40 CFR 63  
Subpart 
UUU 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart 
UUU 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart UUU 

Semiannually and 
40 CFR 63 

Subpart UUU 

F.5, F.21, 
F.23, F.29, 
F.34, F.37, 
F.38 

PM – FCC Unit 1.0 lb/1000 
lb coke 
burned 

(calendar 
daily 

average) 

Method 
5F 

Annually or as 
approved by the 
Administrator 

Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

F.6, F.16, 
F.24, F.25, 
F.26, F.27, 

Lb/day limit  
(Table 1a) 

SO2 
CEMS 

Ongoing Quarterly  
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameters Permit 
Limits 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method                  Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

F.29, F.30, 
F.34, F.35, 
F.37, F.38 

 

SO2 -- ExxonMobil 
Coker Process Gas 
going to YELP and 

CCOB Stack 

Method 
6/6C 

Annually Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

F.6, F.16, 
F.24, F.25, 
F.26, F.27, 
F.29, F.30, 
F.34, F.35, 
F.37, F.38 

 

SO2 -- ExxonMobil 
Coker Process Gas 
going to YELP and 

CCOB Stack 

Lb/day limit  
(Table 1b) 

SO2 
CEMS 

Ongoing Quarterly  

Method 
6/6C 

Annually Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

F.7, F.16, 
F.24, F.25, 
F.26, F.27, 
F.29, F.30, 
F.34, F.35, 
F.37, F.38  

SO2 -- ExxonMobil 
Coker Process Gas not 

going to YELP and  

CCOB Stack 

 

Lb/day limit 

 (Table 2a 
and 2b) 

SO2 
CEMS 

Ongoing Quarterly 

Method6/
6C 

Annually Semiannually and 
Section III.A.2 

F.8, F.16, 
F.24, F.34, 
F.35, F.37, 
F.38 

SWSOH Burning the 
SWSOH in 
the CCOB 
or the Flare 

SO2 
CEMS 

Ongoing Quarterly 

F.9, F.19, 
F.22, F.31, 
F.37, F.38 

Treat or reroute SWS  
feed with hydrogen 

peroxide 

 

40 CFR 60 
Subpart J  

40 CFR 60 
Subpart J  

 

40 CFR 60 
Subpart J  

 

Semiannually and 
40 CFR 60 
Subpart J 

 

F.10, F.16, 
F.37, F.38 

Operate the FCCU in a 
Full Burn Operation 

and implement an SO2 
emissions control 

program  

FCCU Full 
Burn 

Operation 
and SO2 

Reduction 

SO2 CEMS 
SIP/FIP 

Ongoing 

 

Quarterly 

 

F.11, F.16, 
F.19, F.22, 
F.23, F.31, 
F.37, F.38 

FCCU:  CO  500 ppmvd 
CO 
corrected to 
0% O2 on a 
1-hour 
average basis  

CEMS Ongoing Semiannually and 
40 CFR 60 
Subpart J 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameters Permit 
Limits 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method                  Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

F.12, F.16, 
F.23, F.28, 
F.33, F.37, 
F.38 

FCCU:  NOX  30 ppmvd at 
0% O2 on a 

365-day 
rolling 

average basis 

 

80 ppmvd at 
0% O2 on a 
7-day rolling 
average basis  

CEMS Ongoing Quarterly 

F.13, F.20, 
F.32, F.37, 
F.38 

40 CFR 63 Subpart 
UUU 

metal HAP 
emissions  

40 CFR 63 
Subpart 
UUU 

 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart UUUU 

Semiannually and 
40 CFR 63 

Subpart UUU 

F.14, F.20, 
F.32, F.37, 
F.38 

40 CFR 63 Subpart 
UUU  

organic HAP 
emissions  

40 CFR 63 
Subpart 
UUU 

 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart UUUU 

Semiannually and 
40 CFR 63 

Subpart UUU 

F.15, F.20, 
F.32, F.37, 
F.38 

40 CFR 63 Subpart 
UUU  

operation, 
maintenance, 

and 
monitoring 

plan  

40 CFR 63 
Subpart 
UUU 

 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart UUUU 

Semiannually and 
40 CFR 63 

Subpart UUU 

 

New, most stringent limit: 

F.10 ExxonMobil shall comply with the following SO2 emission limits on the FCCU (ARM 17.8.749 and 
Consent Decree Paragraph 142): 

a. 177.3ppmvd at 0% O2 on a 365-day rolling average basis, applicable at all times (including 
during startup, shutdown, and malfunction) that the FCCU is operating.  For days in which 
the FCCU is not operating, no SO2 values shall be used in the averages, and those periods 
shall be skipped in determining the 365-day averages 
 

b. 300.0 ppmvd at 0% O2 on a 7-day rolling average basis.  SO2 emissions (i) caused by or 
attributed to the startup, shutdown, or malfunction of the FCCU and/or (ii) during periods 
of malfunction of the SO2 reducing catalyst additive system will not be used in determining 
compliance with the short-term (7-day) SO2 emission limit provided that during such periods 
ExxonMobil implements good air pollution control practices to minimize SO2 emissions 
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F.H. Stoltze Operating Permit OP#2934-03 

 
Emissions Unit ID 

 
Description 

 
Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

 
EU1 

 
Wood Waste-Fired Boiler Bank 

 
None 

 
EU2 

 
Lumber Drying Kilns 

 
None 

 
EU3 

 
Fugitive Emissions: Raw Materials Handling 
     - Bark Handling Fugitives 
     - Chips Handling Fugitives 
     - Shavings Loadout Fugitives 
     - Hog Fuel Handling Fugitives 
     - Sawdust Handling Fugitives 
     - Hog Fuel Storage Pile Fugitives 

 
 None 

 
EU4 

 
Fugitive Emissions: Vehicle Traffic 

 
Unpaved roads are watered as 
needed to control dust 

 
EU5 

 
#2 Planer Shavings Cyclone 

 
Cyclone is a control device 
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Emissions Unit ID 

 
Description 

 
Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

EU6 Shavings: Boiler Bin Cyclone Cyclone is a control device 
 

EU7 
 
Planer: Chipper Cyclone 

 
Cyclone is a control device 

 
EU8 

 
Sawmill Chips: Truck Bin Cyclone 

 
Cyclone is a control device 

 
EU9 

 
Planer Chips: Truck Bin Cyclone 

 
Cyclone is a control device 

 
EU10 

 
Shavings: Truck Bin Cyclone 

 
Cyclone is a control device 

 
EU11 

 
Sawmill and Planer Processes 
   - Hog 
   - 2 Debarkers 
   - Sawmill and Planer Chippers 
   - Cut Off Saws 
   - Sawmill Building Vents 

 
Buildings provide some control 

 
EU12 

 
Fugitive Emissions: Plant-Wide Fuel 
Combustion 
   - Plant-Wide Diesel Combustion 
   - Plant-Wide Gasoline Combustion 
   - Plant-Wide Propane Combustion 

 
None 

 
EU13 

 
Wood Waste Open Burning 

 
None 
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Graymont Western US, Inc. Operating Permit OP#1554-19 

Emissions Unit 
ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU001 Quarry Blasting Work Practices  

EU002 Quarry Drilling   Skirting and Water Spray and/or 
Cyclone and Fabric Filter 

EU003 Wind Erosion - Stockpiles Water  

EU004 Fugitive Emissions – Disturbed Areas Water and/or Chemical Dust 
Suppressant and/or Re-Vegetation, 
Coverings 

EU005 Fugitive Emissions – Haul Roads Water and/or Chemical Dust 
Suppressant  

EU006 Limestone Dumping and Primary Crushing Water and/or Baghouse (D-201) 

EU007 Limestone Screening - Quarry Baghouse (D-202) 

EU008 Raw Material Transfer and Stacker Water  
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Emissions Unit 
ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU009 Limestone Dressing, Screening and Conveying Water and/or Baghouse (D-310) 

EU011 Lime Kiln #1 Baghouse (D-85) 

EU012 Lime Kiln #2 Baghouse (D-285) 

EU013 Kiln Dust Storage (baghouse) and Handling Baghouse (D-89) 

EU014 Lime Crushing, Screening and Transfer 
Baghouse (D-82) 

EU015 Lime Product Loadout 

EU016 Railroad Lime Loadout Baghouse (D-76) 

EU017 Railroad Unload Baghouse (D-70) 

EU018 Lime Hydrator Surge Bin Baghouse (D-1101) 

EU019 Lime Hydrator Baghouse (D-115), Baghouse on 
Silo T-156 (D-158) 

EU020 Hydrated Lime Pulverizing, Storage, and Transfer Baghouse (D-1130) 

EU021 Hydrated Lime Loadout 2 Baghouses (D-200 and D-1140) 

EU022 Coal Unloading Handling and Storage Baghouse (on storage, D-78) 

EU023 Coal, Syncoal, Petroleum Coke Handling and Blending Baghouse (D-91) 

EU024 Coal, Syncoal, Petroleum Coke Crushing and Handling Baghouse (D-78) 

EU025 Fuel Use – Diesel Fuel None 

EU026 Fuel Use – Gasoline  None 

EU027 Gasoline Dispensing Work Practices 

 
Lim Kilns #1 & #2: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit Compliance Demonstration 

Method             Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

D.1, D.21, 
D.22, 
D.31,D.32 D.42 

Particulate Matter 0.50 lb/ton of 
Limestone 

Feed 

Method 5 Every 5 
Years 

Semiannual 

Inspection / 
Recordkeeping 
/ CAM Plan, 
As Applicable 
Appendix E) 

Ongoing 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit Compliance Demonstration 

Method             Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

D.2, D.23, D.33 
D.34, D.40, 
D.42 

Opacity 15% COMS Ongoing Semiannual & 
Quarterly 

D.3, D.24, 
D.33, D.42 

Opacity Reasonable 
Precautions 

20% 

Visual Survey Biweekly Semiannual 

D.4, D.23, 
D.33, D.35, 
D.41, D.42 

COMS Ongoing 
Operation 

Calibrate, 
Maintain, 
Operate 

Ongoing Semiannual & 
Quarterly 

D.5, D.25, 
D.35, D.41, 
D.42 

COMS Inspection, 
Audit 

Recordkeeping Annually Quarterly 

D.6, D.29, 
D.40, D.42 

Opacity Implement 
Standard 
Operating 
Procedure 

Manuals and 
Quality 

Assurance 
Plans for 
COMS 

Maintain Ongoing Semiannual 

D.7, D.26, 
D.31, D.32, 
D.42 

NOx 100 lb/hr 

 

Method 7, 
Method 7A-E 

Every 2 
Years 

Semiannual 

Recordkeeping 

D.8, D.26, 
D.31, D.32, 
D.42 

SO2 63.5 lb/hr Method 6, 
Method 6A-C 

Every 2 
Years 

Semiannual 

Recordkeeping 

D.9, D.26, 
D.31, D.32, 
D.42 

CO 131.0 lb/hr Method 10, 
Method 10A-

B 

Every 2 
Years 

Semiannual 

Recordkeeping 

D.10, D.27, 
D.31, D.32, 
D.42 

VOC 1.25 lb/hr Method 18 
and/or 25 

As Required 
by the 

Department 
and Section 

IIIA.1 

Semiannual 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit Compliance Demonstration 

Method             Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

Recordkeeping Annual 

D.11, D.26, 
D.31, D.32, 
D.42 

SO2 ARM 
17.8.322(6)(c)  

Method 6, 
Method 6A-C 

Every 2 
Years 

Semiannual 

Recordkeeping 

D.12, D.29, 
D.40, D.42 

 

Exhaust Gas  Route to Twin 
Cyclone and 

Baghouse 
Control (D-85 

and D-285) 

Operate and 
maintain 

Ongoing Semiannual 

D.13, D.28, 
D.36, D.42 

Fuel Use Coal, Syncoal, 
and Petroleum 

Coke 

Recordkeeping Ongoing Semiannual 

D.14 D.28,  
D.36, D.42 

Petroleum Coke No Burning 
Petroleum 
Coke Until 
Processing 
Limestone 

Recordkeeping Ongoing Semiannual 

D.15, D.29, 
D.40, D.42 

 

Fugitive Emissions: 
Lime Kiln Dust Silo 

Silo Enclosure 
(Wind Guards) 

Install and 
Maintain 

Ongoing Semiannual 

D.16, D.29, 
D.40, D.42 

 

Fugitive Emissions: 
Lime Kiln Dust 

Unloading to Trucks 

Telescopic Air 
Return System 
to Baghouse 

(D-89) 

Operation and 
Maintenance 

Ongoing Semiannual 

D.17, D.24, 
D.33, D.42 

Opacity Reasonable 
Precautions 

20% 

Visual Survey Biweekly Semiannual 

D.18, D.29, 
D.40, D.42 

Fugitive Emissions: 
Lime Kiln Dust 

Hauling 

Covered Operation and 
Maintenance 

Ongoing Semiannual 

D.19, D.28, 
D.37, D.42 

Speed Limit on 900-hp 
AC Motor for Lime 

Kiln #1 and Lime Kiln 
#2 

1750 RPM  Recordkeeping Ongoing Semiannual 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit Compliance Demonstration 

Method             Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

D.20, D.28, 
D.30, D.38, 
D.40, D.45 

40 CFR 60, Subpart 
HH 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart HH 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart HH 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart HH 

Semiannual 
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Montana Sulphur & Chemical Operating Permit OP#2611-06 

Unit 
ID Description Pollution Control 

Device/Practice 

EU1 Monaca Plant - Sulfur Vaporizer Heater Firing Low Sulfur Fuel 
EU2 Monaca Plant - Steam Methane Superheater Firing Low Sulfur Fuel 
EU3 100-Meter SRU Stack (Claus, SuperClaus and other Units)  SuperClaus® and SO2 CEMS  
EU4 30-Meter Stack (Boilers and Process Units) None 
EU5 Railroad Boiler None 
EU6 Fuel Gas Boiler H-1 None 
EU7 Fuel Gas Boiler H1-A  None 
EU8 Fuel Gas Boiler H1-1 None 
EU9 Fuel Gas Boiler H1-2 None 
EU10 17-MMBtu/hr Boiler None 
EU11 Incinerator East  Is a control device 
EU11a Incinerator West  Is a control device 
EU12 80-ft West Flare (west of the100 Meter SRU Stack) None 
EU13 125-ft East Flare (near Monaca Process) None 
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Unit 
ID Description Pollution Control 

Device/Practice 
EU14 100-Meter West Flare (located on 100 Meter SRU Stack) None 
EU15 Hydrogen Plant None 
EU16 Liquid H2S and Compressor Unit None 
EU17 Molten Sulfur Storage None 
EU17a Molten Sulfur Storage in Railcars and Mobile Tanks None 
EU18 Molten Sulfur Loadout None 
EU19 Molten Sulfur Run-down Pits None 
EU20 Sulfur and Fertilizer Manufacture, Conveying and Loadout Indoors, Tanks and Enclosures 
EU21 Sulfur Product Manufacture, Conveying and Loadout Indoors, Tanks and Enclosures  
EU22 Various Valve, Pump and Flange Leaks None 
EU23  Fugitive Emissions - Access Roads None 
EU24 Diesel-Fueled Emergency Backup Engine/Generator None 
EU25 Emergency/Backup Diesel Compressor Engine  None 

EU26 Operation, Loading, and Unloading of Gasoline VOC Storage 
Tanks None 

EU27 Cleaver Brooks Boiler None 

 

Main Stack 

Condition(s) 
Pollutant/ 
Parameter 

Permit 

Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method               Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirement 

C.1, C.3, C.10, 
C.11, C.17, 
C.16, C.21,  
C.23, C.25,  
C.26 

Opacity 

40% - Claus 
Operations, 17- 
MMBtu/hr Boiler, 
and Incinerator West  

Method 9 
and/or weekly 
visual surveys 

Semiannual Semiannual 

C.2, C.3, C.10, 
C.16, C.21,  
C.23, C.25, C.26 

Opacity (just 
Incinerator 
East is 20%) 

20% 
Method 9 
and/or weekly 
visual surveys  

Semiannual Semiannual 

C.3, C.11, C.17, 
C.12, C.16, 
C.23, C.25, C.26 

Particulate 
Matter, 
Industrial 
Processes 

E=55*P0.11 - 40 Method 5 

As required by 
the Department 
and Section 
III.A.1 

Annual 

C.4, C.11, C.12, 
C.16, C.23, 
C.25, C.26 

Particulate 
Matter, Fuel 
Burning 

E=0.882*H-0.1664  

and/or 
E=1.026*H-0.233 

Method 5 

As required by 
the Department 
and Section 
III.A.1 

Annual 
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Condition(s) 
Pollutant/ 
Parameter 

Permit 

Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method               Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirement 

C.5, C.6, C.7, 
C.8, C.9, C.13, 
C.14, C.15, 
C.17, C.16, 
C.18, C.19, 
C.20, C.22, 
C.23, C.24, 
C.25, C.26 

SO2 

3,577.4 lb/3-hr 

28,618.9 lb/day 

9,088,000 lb/yr 
 

 

CEMS 

Backup 
temperature 
and flowrate  

Monitoring 
System (if 
applicable) 
   
Method 6/6C 

Ongoing 
 
 
State Only 
 
 
Annual 

Quarterly 
 
 
Quarterly 
 
 
Annual 

C.5, C.6, C.7, 
C.8, C.9, C.13, 
C.14,  C.15, 
C.16, C.17, 
C.18, C.19, 
C.20, C.22, 
C.23, C.24, 
C.25, C.26 

SO2 

2981.7 lb/3-hr 

23,853.6 lb/day 

9,088,000 lb/calendar 
yr 

CEMS 

 

   
Method 6/6C 

Ongoing 
 
 
 
Annual 

Quarterly 
 
Quarterly 
 
Annual 
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Northern Border Pipeline Station #3 Operating Permit OP#2974-15 

Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

EU001 Cooper-Rolls Coberra 6562 DLE Compressor Turbine Dry Low NOx combustion 
EU002 Generator Engine (350 bhp) – Emergency Use Only Emergency/Maintenance 

operation only – less than 500 
hours of operation per year 
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Roseburg Forest Products Operating Permit OP#2303-11 

Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU001 Plant-Wide N/A 

EU002 Final Dryer  (DRY 100) Multiclone 

EU003 Final Dryer  (DRY 101) Multiclone 

EU004 Final Dryer  (DRY 102) Multiclone 

EU005 Final Dryer  (DRY 103) Multiclone 

EU006 Final Dryer (DRY 200) Multiclone 

EU008 Predryer (DRY 500) WESP and RTO 

EU010 Outside Truck Dump (BH 50) Baghouse 

EU013 Reject System Relay (BH 100) Baghouse 

EU014 Board Trim Saws (BH 102 A & B) Two Baghouses 
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Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU021 Forming Line Cleanup (BH 101 A&B) Two Baghouses 

EU024 Eight Head Sander System (BH 302 A & B) Two Baghouses 

EU026 Eight Head Sander Relay (BH 302R) Baghouse 

EU028 Schilling & Bullnose Saw and Edge Bander Line (BH 401) Baghouse 

EU030 Press Vents 1, 2, 3, & 4 (PRESS 100) Biofilter 

EU032 Boiler #1 (BOILER #1) Multiclone and Baghouse (BH76) 

EU033 Roemmc Burner (ROEMMC) Multiclone 

EU036 Outside Truck Dump (FUG 50) Cover 

EU037 Pile Reclaim (FUG 51) None 

EU038 Radial Stacker (FUG 52) Reduced drop height and berm 

EU047 Solagen Burner (SOLAGEN) Medium Efficiency Cyclone and 
WESP 

EU048 Board Cooler Vents 1, 2, & 3 Baghouse (BH74A & BH74B) 

EU055 Melamine Baghouse (BH 500) Baghouse 

EU056 Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO) None (It is the control device for 
EU008)) 

EU057 Green Material Transfers (BH 52) Baghouse 

EU058 Furnish Building (BH 56) Baghouse 

EU059 Prescreen Process (BH 62) Baghouse 

EU060 Wet Bins (BH 64) Baghouse 

EU061 M&D Face (BH 70) Baghouse 

EU062 M&D Core (BH 72) Baghouse 

EU063 Emergency Generator 40 CFR 63 Subpart ZZZZ 
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Sander Dust Boiler #1 (EU032): 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

O.1, O.13, 
O.22, O.23, 
O.25, O.26, 

O.27 

Opacity 20% 

Visual 
Surveys Weekly 

Semiannual 
Method 9 

Semiannual (if 
visual surveys 

are not 
conducted as 

specified) 

O.2, O.14, 
O.24, O.26, 

O.27 
LFG Combustion 

<14MMBtu/hr 
of LFG at any 

time in either the 
Sander Dust 

Boiler or Solagen 
Burner 

Recordkeepin
g Hourly Semiannual 

O.3, O.15, 
O.23,  O.25, 
O.26, O.27 

Filterable Particulate 1.6 lb/hr Method 5 Every 2 years Semiannual 

O.4, O.16, 
O.23, O.25, 
O.26, O.27 

PM10 4.7 lb/hr Method 201A  Every 2 years Semiannual 

O.5, O.6, 
O.17 O.23, 
O.25, O.26, 

O.27   

NOx 35.7 lb/hr Method 7E 

Concurrent 
NOx and CO 
testing every 

2 years 

Semiannual 

O.7, O.17, 
O.23, O.25, 
O.26, O.27  

CO 18.8 lb/hr Method 10 

Concurrent 
NOx and CO  
testing every 

2 years 

Semiannual 

O.8, O.9, 
O.19, O.24, 
O.26, O.27 

Baghouse 

Baghouse in 
Operation unless 

using Pipeline 
Quality Natural 

Gas 

Programming 
or 

Administrativ
e Control 
with log 

Continuous Semiannual 

O.10, O.11, 
O.18, O.19, 
O.20, O.26, 

O.27 

Opacity Monitor 

Install and 
Operate Bag 

Leak Detector or 
Install COMS 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Dc Continuous Semiannual 

O.12, O.21, 
O.24, O.25, 

O.26 
Fuel Usage 

Fuel 
Consumption 

Records 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Dc Continuous Semiannual 
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Roemmc Burner (ROEMMC) EU033: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

P.1, P.8, P.14, 
P.15, P.17, 
P.18, P.19 

Opacity 20% 

Visual 
Surveys Weekly 

Semiannual 
Method 9 

Semiannual (if 
visual surveys 

are not 
conducted as 

specified) 

P.2, P.9, P.15, 
P.17, P.18, 

P.19 

Particulate From Fuel 
Combustion 

E = 1.026* 

H-0.233 
Method 5 

As Required 
by the 

Department 
and Section 

III.A.1 

Semiannual 

P.3, P.10, 
P.16, P.18, 

P.19 

Sander Dust 
Combustion 

23,000 Tons per 
Rolling 12-

Month Period 

Recordkeepin
g Monthly Semiannual 

P.4, P.11, 
P.15, P.17, 
P.18, P.19 

NOx 115.0 lb/hr Method 7E Every 5 Years Semiannual 

P.5, P.11, 
P.15, P.17, 
P.18, P.19 

CO 100.0 lb/hr Method 10 Every 5 Years Semiannual 

P.6, P.12, 
P.15, P.17, 
P.18, P.19 

VOC 0.35 lb/hr 

Method 18, 
Method 25, or 
Method 25A 

(as 
determined by 

the 
Department) 

As Required 
by the 

Department 
and Section 

III.A.1 

Semiannual 

P.7, P.13, 
P.16, P.18, 

P.19 
Opacity Monitor 

Install and 
Operate (as 
required) 

Recordkeepin
g (if required 

to install) 
Monthly Semiannual 

 
Solagen Burner (SOLAGEN) EU047: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

Q.1, Q.10, 
Q.18, Q.19, 

Opacity 20% 
Visual Surveys Weekly 

Semiannual Method 9 Semiannual 
(if visual 
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Q.21, Q.22, 
Q.23 

surveys are 
not 

conducted as 
specified) 

Q.2, Q.11, 
Q.19, Q.21, 
Q.22, Q.23 

Particulate From Fuel 
Combustion 

E = 1.026* 

H-0.233 
Method 5 

As Required 
by the 

Department 
and Section 

III.A.1 

Semiannual 

Q.3, Q.12, 
Q.20, Q.22, 

Q.23 

Sander Dust 
Combustion 

21,745 Tons per 
Rolling 12-

Month Period 
Recordkeeping Monthly Semiannual 

Q.4, Q.13, 
Q.20, Q.22, 

Q.23 

Natural Gas 
Combustion 

<352.1 MMscf 
per Rolling 12-
Month Period 

Recordkeeping Monthly Semiannual 

Q.5, Q.14, 
Q.20, Q.22, 

Q.23 
LFG Combustion 

<14 MMBtu/hr 
of LFG at any 

time in the 
Sander Dust 

Boiler or 
Solagen Burner 

Recordkeeping Hourly Semiannual 

Q.6, Q.15, 
Q.19, Q.21, 
Q.22, Q.23 

NOx 31.5 lb/hr Method 7E Every 5 
Years Semiannual 

Q.7, Q.15, 
Q.19, Q.21, 
Q.22, Q.23 

CO 15.6 lb/hr Method 10 Every 5 
Years Semiannual 

Q.8, Q.16, 
Q.19, Q.21, 
Q.22, Q.23 

VOC 0.09 lb/hr 

Method 18, 
Method 25, or 
Method 25A 

(as determined 
by the 

Department) 

As Required 
by the 

Department 
and Section 

III.A.1 

Semiannual 

Q.9, Q.17, 
Q.20, Q.22, 

Q.23 
Opacity Monitor 

Install and 
Operate (as 
required) 

Recordkeeping 
(if required to 

install) 
Monthly Semiannual 
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Sidney Sugars Operating Permit OP#1826-12 

Conditions Rule Citation Rule Description Pollutant/Parameter Limit 

A.1 ARM 17.8.105 Testing Requirements Testing Requirements ------- 

A.2 ARM 17.8.304(1) Visible Air Contaminants Opacity 40% 

A.3 ARM 17.8.304(2) Visible Air Contaminants Opacity 20% 

A.4 ARM 17.8.308(1) Particulate Matter, Airborne Fugitive Opacity 20% 

A.5 ARM 17.8.308(2) Particulate Matter, Airborne Reasonable Precautions ------- 

A.6 ARM 17.8.308 Particulate Matter, Airborne Reasonable Precaution, 
Construction 

20% 

A.7 ARM 17.8.309 Particulate Matter, Fuel 
Burning Equipment 

Particulate Matter E= 0.882 * H-0.1664  

Or 

E= 1.026 * H-0.233 

A.8 ARM 17.8.310 Particulate Matter, Industrial 
Processes 

Particulate Matter E= 4.10 * P0.67 or 
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E= 55 * P0.11- 40 

A.9 ARM 17.8.322(4) Sulfur Oxide Emissions, Sulfur 
in Fuel 

Sulfur in Fuel (liquid or solid 
fuels) 

1 lb/MMBtu fired 

A.10 ARM 17.8.322(5) Sulfur Oxide Emissions, Sulfur 
in Fuel 

Sulfur in Fuel (gaseous) 50 gr/100 CF 

A.11 ARM 17.8.324(3) Hydrocarbon Emissions, 
Petroleum Products 

Gasoline Storage Tanks ------- 

A.12 ARM 17.8.324 Hydrocarbon Emissions, 
Petroleum Products 

65,000 Gallon Capacity ------- 

A.13 ARM 17.8.324 Hydrocarbon Emissions, 
Petroleum Products 

Oil-effluent Water Separator ------- 

A.14 ARM 17.8.342 NESHAPs General Provisions SSM Plans Submittal 

A.15 ARM 
17.8.1211(1)(c)  

and 40 CFR Part 
98 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting Reporting ------- 

A.16 ARM 17.8.1212 Reporting Requirements Prompt Deviation Reporting ------- 

A.17 ARM 17.8.1212 Reporting Requirements Compliance Monitoring ------- 

A.18 ARM 17.8.1207 Reporting Requirements Annual Certification ------- 

A.19 ARM 17.74.359 Asbestos Abatement  Asbestos ------- 
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GCC Trident LLC Operating Permit OP#0982-07 

Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control 

Device/Practice 

EU001 Fugitive Emissions: Disturbed Areas None 

EU002 Quarry Drilling None 

EU003 Quarry Blasting None 

EU004 Limestone, Sand and Shale Removal None 

EU005 Raw Material Transfer and Conveying Baghouses 

EU006 Raw Material Storage Piles Water and/or Chemical Dust 
Suppressant 

EU007 Fugitive Emissions: Haul Roads Water and/or Chemical Dust 
Suppressant 

EU008 Primary Crusher Baghouse 

EU009 Crusher Screen Baghouse 
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Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control 

Device/Practice 

EU010 Raw Material Silo #1  Baghouse 

EU011 Raw Material Silos #2 & #3  Baghouse 

EU012 Raw Material Silos #4 & #5  Baghouse 

EU013 Raw Material Silos #6 & #7  Baghouse 

EU014 Fuel Unloading None 

EU015 Fuel Transfer/Crushing Baghouse 

EU016 Coal Outside Storage Piles None 

EU017 Coke Outside Storage Piles None 

EU018 Coal Silo Baghouse 

EU019 Fuel Elevator Baghouse 

EU020 Coke Silo Baghouse 

EU021 Kiln Baghouse 

EU022 Clinker Cooler Baghouse 

EU023 Main Clinker Elevator Baghouse 

EU024 Finish Mill Feed Silos Baghouse 

EU025 CKD Silo Baghouse 

EU026 CKD Silo to Landfill Water and/or Chemical Dust 
Suppressant 

EU027 Outside Clinker Bins Baghouse 

EU028-031 Outside Clinker Storage Silos 1-4 None 

EU032 Finish Mill #2 Baghouse 

EU033 Clinker Transfer to #3 Finish Mill Baghouse 

EU034 Finish Mill #3 Baghouse 

EU035 Clinker Transfer to #4 Finish Mill Baghouse 

EU036 Finish Mill #4 Separator Baghouse 

EU037 Finish Mill #4 Baghouse 

EU038 Dust Discharge between Kiln and Precipitator  3-Sided Enclosure 

EU039 Transfer of Reclaimed Clinker to Ground None 
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Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control 

Device/Practice 

EU040 Import Clinker Unloading & Transfer Baghouse 

EU041 Gypsum Unloading & Transfer Baghouse 

EU042 Outside Clinker Transfer to Pile None 

EU043 Outside Clinker Transfer to Reclaim Building Baghouse 

EU044 Cement Silos #1-7, 10, 11, & 13 2 Baghouses 

EU045 Cement Silos #8, 9 , & 12 2 Baghouses 

EU046 Cement Transferred from Silos #1-13 to Bulk Load Silos 
#14-25 

Baghouse 

EU047 Cement Silos #14-25 2 Baghouse 

EU048 Cement Silos #26-30 Baghouse 

EU049 Cement Truck Loadout #1 Baghouse 

EU050 Cement Truck Loadout #2 Baghouse 

EU051 Cement Railcar Transfer/Loadout 2 Baghouses 

EU052 Diesel Fuel Tanks None 

EU053 Pozzolan Silo Baghouse 

EU054 Landfilled Cement Kiln Dust Extraction None 

EU055 Slag Feeders to Finish Mills 2 Baghouses 

EU056 Space Heating None 

EU057 Slag Feeder Storage Piles None 

EU058 Post-Consumer Recycled Glass Piles None 

EU059 Post-Consumer Recycled Glass Handling None 

EU060 Overflow Gypsum Transfer to Ground None 

EU061 Overflow Gypsum Transfer to Reclaim Building Feed Hopper Enclosed in Building 

EU062  CKD Dust Scoops Baghouse 

EU063 Emergency Generators None 

EU064 Secondary Crusher Baghouse 

EU065 Recycle Sorbent Silo Bin Vent 

EU066 Fresh Sorbent Silo Bin Vent 
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Emissions 
Unit ID Description Pollution Control 

Device/Practice 

EU067 Railcar Loadout Baghouse 

EU068 Gasoline Storage Tank None 

 
Kiln: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

G.1, G.20, 
G.39, G.44, 
G.48, G.50 

Opacity 20% Continuous 
Monitor Ongoing Semiannual 

G.2, G.21, 
G.37, G.48, 

G.50 

Emission Control 
Equipment 

Operation and 
Maintenance of 

Emission 
Control 

Equipment 

Operation and 
Maintenance 
of Baghouse 

Whenever 
Process 

Equipment is 
Operating 

Semiannual 

G.3, G.22, 
G.38, G.48, 

G.50 

Emission Control 
Equipment 

Operation and 
Maintenance of 

Emission 
Control 

Equipment 

Covers and 
Enclosures 

Whenever 
Process 

Equipment is 
Operating 

Semiannual 

G.4, G.23, 
G.39, G.46, 
G.48, G.50 

Particulate Matter  

0.77 lb/ton of 
Clinker over any 

rolling 30-day 
average 

Method 5 
Stack Test 
conducted 

within 60 days 
of 11/17/2012 
if previous test 
not used for 
compliance 

Annual  Semiannual 

G.4,G.23, 
G.39, G.40, 
G.46, G.48, 

G.50 

Particulate Matter  

 

0.07 lb/ton of 
Clinker over any 

rolling 30-day 
average 

 

Initial Method 
5 Performance 
Test and then 

Annually 

On-going 
Parametric 
Monitoring  

Semiannual  

G.5, G.24, 
G.39, G.41, 
G.44, G.46, 
G.48, G.50 

Mercury Emissions  
55 lbs/Million 
Tons of clinker 

produced 
averaged over 

Initial 
Compliance 
Test using 

On-going Semiannual 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

any rolling 30-
Day Period  

Mercury 
CEMS 

G.6, G.25, 
G.39, G.42, 
G.44, G.46, 
G.48, G.50 

Total Hydrocarbon 
Emissions  

24 ppmvd THC 
or alternatively 

12 ppmvd 
Organic Air 

Toxics averaged 
over any rolling 
30-Day Period 

Initial 
Compliance 
Test using 

THC CEMS 

On-going Semiannual 

G.7, G.26, 
G.46, G.48, 

G.50 
Sulfur Dioxide 

As Allowed in 
ARM 

17.8.322(6)(c) 
SO2 CEMS On-going Semiannual 

G.8, G.26, 
G.43, G.44, 
G.46, G.48, 

G.50 

Sulfur Dioxide 

 

124 lb/hr 
averaged over 
any rolling 30-

Day Period 

SO2 CEMS On-going Semiannual 

G.9, G.26, 
G.44, G.46, 
G.48, G.49, 

G.50  

Sulfur Dioxide 

1.3 lb/ton of 
clinker produced 

averaged over 
any rolling 30-

Day Period 

SO2 CEMS 
with clinker 

data 
On-going Semiannual 

G.10, G.27, 
G.39, G.46, 
G.47, G.48, 

G.50 

Dioxins/Furans 

0.20 or 0.40 ng 
per dscm 

Corrected to 7% 
Oxygen—

depending on 
avg. temp of 
source tests 

Method 23 Every 30 
Months Semiannual 

G.11, G.28, 
G.43, G.44, 
G.48, G.50 

Nitrogen Oxide 

1,568 lb/hr 
averaged over 
any rolling 30-

Day Period 

NOx CEMS On-going Semiannual 

G.12, G.28, 
G.38, G.44, 
G.46, G.49, 

G.50 

Nitrogen Oxide  

7.6 lb/ton of 
clinker produced 

averaged over 
any rolling 30-

Day Period 

NOx CEMS 
with clinker 

data 
On-going Semiannual 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method         Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

G.13, G.29, 
G.38, G.48, 

G.50 
Clinker Production   

425,000 
tons/rolling 12-
Month Period 

Recordkeeping Monthly Semiannual 

G.14, G.30, 
G.38, G.48, 

G.50  

Start-up/Shutdown 
Fuel Restrictions 

Acceptable Fuels 
when 

Temperature  
<1200 F 

      

Recordkeeping Monthly Semiannual  

G.15, G.31, 
G.38, G.48, 

G.50 

Normal Operation 
Fuel Mix 

Any combination 
of natural gas, 
coke or coal 

Recordkeeping 
 

Monthly 

 

Semiannual 

G.16, G.32, 
G.38, G.48. 

G.50 
Post-Consumer Glass 

Post-Consumer 
glass < 800 tons 
during any 12-
Month rolling 

period 

Recordkeeping 

 

 

Monthly 

 

 

Semiannual 

G.17, G.33, 
G.38, G.47, 
G.48, G.50 

Operation and 
Maintenance Plan 

Prepared and In 
Use for affected 

equipment 
Recordkeeping On-going Semiannual 

G.18, G.35, 
G.38, 

G.47,G.48, 
G.50 

Operational Limit 
Inlet 

Temperatures to 
PMCD 

Continuous 
Monitor On-going Semiannual 

G.19, G.36, 
G.38, G.45, 
G.48, G.50 

Emissions Monitoring 
Plans 

For each CMS 
required, submit 

for approval 
upon request 

Recordkeeping On-going Semiannual 
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Weyerhaeuser – Columbia Falls Operating Permit OP#2602-07 

Emissions Unit ID Description Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

B01 Riley-Union Stoker Boiler ESP following multiclone 

MACT DDDDD 

B05 1993 Babcock and Wilcox 96.4-
MMBtu/hr (75,000 lb/hr) boiler 
(Natural Gas) 

NSPS Dc 

MACT DDDDD 

M01 Line 1 MDF Raw Material Handling 
Fugitives 

MDF raw materials building, wind 
fence, and cloth chute 

M02 Line 1 MDF Baghouse  Baghouse  

M04 Line 1 MDF Board Trim Fuel 
Baghouse #10 

Baghouse  

M05 Line 1 MDF Sanderdust Fuel 
Baghouse 

Baghouse  
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Emissions Unit ID Description Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

M06 Line 1 MDF Hog Fuel Boiler 
Sanderdust Baghouse #11 

Baghouse  

M07 Line 1 MDF In-Line Baghouse #5 Baghouse  

M08 Line 1 MDF CPS and In-line 
Baghouse #6 

Baghouse  

M09 Line 1 MDF Metering Bin Baghouse 
#1 

Baghouse  

M10 Line 1 MDF Felter Baghouse #1 Baghouse  

M11 Line 1 MDF Felter Baghouse #2 Baghouse  

M12 Line 1 MDF Reject Fiber Cyclone and 
Baghouse 

Baghouse  

M13 Line 1 MDF Materials Handling 
Baghouses (2) 

Baghouses  

M15 Line 1 MDF Face and Core Dryers 
and Press Vents 

Primary control - four high efficiency 
material handling cyclones. 

Secondary control - four wet ESP 
units and biofilters. 

M16 Line 1 MDF Forming and Finishing None 

M18 Line 2 MDF Fiber Dryers Two Venturi scrubbers in line with a 
biofilter system. 

M19 Line 2 MDF Press Venturi scrubbers and biofilter 
system. 

M20, M21 Line 2 MDF Baghouses (combined 
stack) 

Baghouse  

M22 Line 2 MDF Reject Baghouse Baghouse  

M23 Line 2 MDF Forming Baghouse Baghouse  

M24 Line 2 MDF Coen Fuel Bin Baghouse Baghouse  

M25 Line 2 MDF Hot Oil Natural Gas 
Burner 

None 

P02  Bucking Saws  None 
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Emissions Unit ID Description Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

P06 #1 Truck Bin Loadout, Sawdust None 

P07 #2 Truck Bin Loadout, Sawdust None 

P08 #3 Truck Bin Loadout, Hog Fuel None 

P23 Plywood Chip Bin Cyclone Cyclone 

F01 Vehicle Activity Water and Chemical stabilizers as 
necessary 

F04 Hog Boiler Fuel Handling and Storage None 
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Weyerhaeuser – Evergreen Operating Permit OP#2602-07 

Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control 
Device/Practice 

EU001 Hog Fuel Boiler ESP 

EU002 Veneer Dryers ESP and Biofilter 

EU003 Lumber Dry Kilns Enclosures 

EU004 Sawmill Chip Bin Cyclone Cyclone 

EU005 Planer Shavings Cyclone Baghouse 

EU006 Fines Cyclone Cyclone 

EU007 Sander dust Silo Baghouse Baghouse 

EU008 Sander Cyclone Baghouse Baghouse 

EU009 Sawline Baghouse Baghouse 

EU010 Dry Fuel Baghouse Baghouse 

EU011 Hog Fuel Pile and Fuel Bunker  None 

EU012 Fines Truck Loadout None 

EU013 Planer Shavings Truck Loadout None 

EU014 Dry Chip Cyclone and Baghouse Baghouse 

EU015 Haul Roads Dust Suppressant 

EU016 Emergency Backup Generators MACT ZZZZ 

 

Hog Fuel Boiler EU001: 

Condition(s) Pollutant/ 

Parameter 

Permit 
Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method           Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

B.1, B.8, B.9, 
B.14, B.16, 
B.18, B.19 Particulate Matter 11.25 lbs/hr 

CAM Plan Ongoing 

Semi-annual 
Method 5 + 
Method 202 Every 4 years 

PM10 11.25 lbs/hr CAM Plan Ongoing 
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Condition(s) Pollutant/ 

Parameter 

Permit 
Limit 

Compliance Demonstration 

Method           Frequency 

Reporting 
Requirements 

B.2, B.8, B.9, 
B.14, B.16, 
B.18, B.19 

Method 5 + 
Method 202 or 
Method 201 + 
Method 202 

Every 4 years 

B.3, B.8, B.14, 
B.18, B.19 

SIP required 
Particulate Control 

Operate 
ESP CAM Plan Ongoing 

B.4, B.8, B.11, 
B.13, B.14, 
B.16, B.18, B.19 Opacity 20% 

CAM Plan Ongoing 

Method 9 

As Required by 
the Department 

and Section 
III.A.1 

B.5, B.10, B.13, 
B.16, B.18, B.19 NOx 104 lbs/hr Method 7 Every 4 years 

B.6, B.10, B.13, 
B.16, B.18, B.19 CO 506 lbs/hr Method 10 Every 4 years 

B.7, B.12, B.15, 
B.16, B.18, B.19  40 CFR 63 

Subpart JJJJJJ 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart 

JJJJJJ 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart JJJJJJ 

40 CFR 63 
Subpart JJJJJJ 

Semiannual 
and 40 CFR 63 
Subpart JJJJJJ 
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YELP – Operating Permit OP#2540-03 

Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU01 Circulating Fluidized Bed Combustion 
(CFBC) Boilers (2) 

Particulate emissions are controlled by 
baghouse; sulfur is controlled by injection of 
limestone into the boiler, NO2, VOC and 
CO emissions are controlled by lower 
operating temperature and a recirculation of 
fuel and ash particles through the 
combustion boiler.  

EU02 Limestone Unloading, Handling, and 
Crushing 

The unloading of limestone to the hopper 
takes place in an enclosed area and the 
limestone is transferred via an enclosed 
conveyor, controlling fugitive emission.  
The crushing activity is enclosed and the air 
is exhausted through a baghouse. 
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Emissions 
Unit ID 

Description Pollution Control Device/Practice 

EU03 Limestone Storage Particulate emission from the filling of the 
limestone storage silo are controlled by a 
baghouse. 

EU04 Coke Storage and Handling at Exxon Particulate emission from the use of the 
coke storage silo at Exxon are controlled by 
a baghouse. 

EU05 Coke Loading to Stockpile None 

EU06 Loading Coke from Stockpile to Hopper None 

EU07 Coke Storage and Handling From the hopper, the coke is pneumatically 
fed to a surge bin, which is also fed from 
the fluid coker process at Exxon.  The surge 
bin contains a bag filter for exhausted 
displacement air. 

EU08 Coke Unloading, Crushing, Processing Facility  This building houses a crusher system, 
which includes a scalper (screen), a crusher, 
and a belt delivery system to existing coke 
silos.  The particulate emissions are 
controlled by a baghouse.  

EU09 Coke Barn This building stores coke and is enclosed.  

EU10 Ash Handling and Storage Ash generated by the boilers is removed 
from the boiler as bottom ash and from the 
baghouse as fly ash by a pneumatic system 
and conveyed to a temporary storage silo.  A 
bag filter on the silo controls particulate 
emissions. 

EU11 Ash Unload to Trucks Baghouse 

EU12  Fugitive Emissions: Paved Roads None 

EU14 Fuel Storage and Distribution Submerged fill 

EU15 560 Horsepower Diesel Air Compressor  Good Work Practices/Routine Maintenance 
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Main Stack Emissions 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method                          Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

B.7, B.9, B.11, 
B.17, B.23, 
B.24, B.25, 
B.32, B.33, 
B.38, B.39, 
B.40, B.41, B.44  

SO2 

(when YELP is not 
receiving Exxon 
Coker flue gas) 

2040.0 lb/3-hr 

114.2 lb/3-hr 

10,543.0 
lb/day 

3,848,049.0 
lb/day 

 Ongoing 

and 

Annual 

 

Quarterly 

and  

Semiannual 

 

B.7, B.10, B.11, 
B.17, B.23, 
B.24, B.25, 
B.32, B.33, 
B.38, B.39, 
B.40, B.41, B.44 

SO2 

(when YELP is 
receiving Exxon 
Coker flue gas or 

Exxon Coker is not 
operating) 

2040.0 lb/3-hr 

16,320.0 
lb/day 

5,956,800.0 
lb/yr 

B.7, B.11, B.17, 
B.23, B.24, 
B.25, B.32, 
B.33, B.38, 
B.39, B.40, 
B.41, B.44 

SO2 

(calendar days when 
conditions B.8 and B.9 

both apply)  

38.07 lb/hr  

680.0 lb/hr 

B.7, B.12, B.17, 
B.23, B.24, 
B.25, B.26, 
B.39, B.41, B.44 

SO2 92% reduction 
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Main Stack Emissions 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method                          Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

B.13, B.26, 
B.39, B.41, B.44 

SO2   / Sulfur in fuel Analyze weight 
percent Sulfur 
and heating 

value (Btu/lb) 
of petroleum 
Coke; analyze 

coker gas 
stream to 

facilitate F- 
Factor 

Determination 

Method 19 Monthly Semiannual 

B.14, B.17, 
B.23, B.24, 
B.25, B.32, 
B.34, B.38, 
B.39, B.41, B.44 

CO 120.6 lb/hr 

2898.6 lb/day 

529.0 ton/yr 

CEMS 

and 

Method 3/3B 

Ongoing 

and 

Annual 

Quarterly 

and 

Semiannual 

B.15, B.17, 
B.23, B.24, 
B.25, B.32, 
B.34, B.38, 
B.39, B.41, B.44 

NOx 319.0 lb/hr –
avg 

1,396.0 ton/yr 

0.400 
lb/MMBtu 

CEMS  

and 

Method 7/7E 

Ongoing 

and 

Annual 

Quarterly 

and 

Semiannual 

B.16, B.27, 
B.39, B.40, 
B.41, B.44 

Fuel Input Petroleum 
coke fuel and 
Exxon coker 
process gas to 
be combusted 
in the YELP 

boilers 

Reporting As required by the 
Department and 
Section III.A.1 

As necessary 
but at least 
Quarterly 

B.17, B.23, 
B.24, B.25, 
B.32, B.34, 
B.38, B.39, 
B.41, B.44 

CEMS/CERMS Operate and 
Maintain  

40 CFR Part 60 Ongoing Quarterly 
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Main Stack Emissions 

Condition(s) Pollutant/Parameter Permit Limit 
Compliance Demonstration 

Method                          Frequency 
Reporting 

Requirements 

B.18, B.28, 
B.34, B.41, B.44 

PM10 CAM Plan ARM 
17.8.1506 

Provisions from 
CAM Plan, 
Appendix G 

Ongoing Semiannual 

B.19, B.29, 
B.35, B.41, B.44 

SO2 CAM Plan ARM 
17.8.1506 

Provisions from 
CAM Plan, 
Appendix H 

Ongoing Semiannual 

B.20, B.30, 
B.36, B.41, B.44 

40 CFR 60, Subpart 
Da 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

40 CFR 60, 
Subpart Da 

Semiannual 

B.21, B.31, 
B.37, B.41, B.44 

40 CFR 63, Subpart 
UUUUU 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart 

UUUUU 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart UUUUU 

40 CFR 63, 
Subpart UUUUU 

Semiannual 

 

Comment: 

Chapter 6, Emissions Control Analysis - Throughout, for each of the selected sources, and for each emission 
unit evaluated, the four-factor analysis should identify the baseline control scenario, and associated emissions 
and emissions limits (lb/MMBtu, tons/year, lb/ton, etc., depending on unit type) used in the analysis. 
Further guidance regarding these issues can be found on pages 29 and 30 of our 2019 Guidance, respectively. 
See also 40 CFR 51.308(f)(2)(iii). The state should provide appropriate documentation of all this information, 
including with citations to regulatory and technical documents. We specifically recommend that the SIP 
narrative identify existing emission limits and where those limits are located (e.g., in the SIP, in a federal 
and/or state permit, in a consent decree). In addition, we recommend that the SIP narrative discuss how 
these limits compare to the baseline emissions used in the four-factor analyses. (1 - EPA Comments Received) 

Response: 

Montana has addressed this comment by adding the pertinent emissions unit and facility-wide information in 
the tables above (see previous response above). These tables contain the control equipment/scenario, 
associated emissions limits, and the location of these limits (Title V, MAQP, Consent Decree, etc.).  

Comment: 

Chapter 6, Emission Control Analysis. We recommend that for each selected source the state considers 
whether the source can achieve or is already achieving a lower emission rate using its existing measures. If a 
source is capable of operating or is already operating at a lower emission rate than assumed either (1) as the 
basis for not conducting a full four-factor analysis or (2) as the baseline for four-factor analysis, that lower 
rate should be analyzed as a potential control measure. Similarly, we recommend Montana consider whether 
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equipment upgrades might be reasonable. If either more efficient use of existing measures or equipment 
upgrades are potentially reasonable control options, we recommend the state either conduct a four-factor 
analysis or explain why it is reasonable to forgo doing so. See Clarifications Memo at 5, 7. (1 - EPA Comments 
Received) 

Response: 

Industrial process emitting units, such as refineries, Portland cement plants and other facilities often have 
specific NOx and SO2 limits.  The Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) 17.8.752, Emission Control 
Requirements requires that a new or modified facility or emitting unit for which a Montana air quality permit 
is required establish limits based on Best Available Control Technologies (BACT) determinations and/or in 
some cases process capability studies.  

Limits are established that take into account process variability.  In order to be able to demonstrate 
compliance at the set limit, each emitting unit needs to operate at a low enough “typical” operating point so 
that when process upsets occur, the resulting rise in emissions are accounted for in a multiple of the standard 
deviation of the average of the reported process variable. Three standard deviations below and above the 
mean, is understood to represent 99.7% of the process conditions which are occur due to normal variations 
(typically be described as six sigma - three standard deviations below the mean and three standard deviations 
above the mean).  Even though a facility is often able to run at a much lower value (average or mean), it 
would be unfair to set permit limits at levels that do not account for process variability and the recognized 
science of process capability. 

Lowering permit limits to the average of where a facility operates would result in non-compliance issues. As 
an example, if only two sigma below and above the mean is included in setting permit limits, the process 
could be out of compliance 4.6% of the time.   

Montana believes that the suite of potential control measures evaluated at the four-factor sources was 
reasonable, does not agree that a lower rate must be evaluated as a potential control measure, and is 
confident that, through BACT determinations that are required for every new or modified source subject to 
air quality permitting in Montana, existing and future measures provide for an adequate level of emissions 
control.  

Comment: 

Chapter 6, Emission Control Analysis. In the Q/d analysis used to select sources for four factor analysis, 
Montana uses average annual emissions from 2012 through 2017. To meet the requirements of 40 CFR 
51.308(f)(2)(iii) of the regional haze rule, “emissions information must include, but need not be limited to, 
information on emissions in a year at least as recent as the most recent year for which the state has submitted 
emission inventory information to EPA as part of the triennial National Emissions Inventory process.” 
Guidance at 17 and 18. Accordingly, we recommend that the state assess whether using more recent 
emissions data (at least as recent as its last NEI submission) would alter which sources are selected for four 
factor analysis. (1 - EPA Comments Received) 

Response:  

Montana used the 2014-2017 average annual emissions of NOx and SO2 in tons divided by distance in 
kilometers between a source and the nearest Class I area as a surrogate for baseline visibility impact. Montana 
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used the annual point source emission inventories from 2014 – 2017 and averaged NOx and SO2 emissions 
over those four years. At the time of these analyses, the 2017 NEI was the most recent triennial emissions 
inventory. Montana included this data in our analyses.  

However, adjusting the Q/d analysis that was performed from the 2014-2017 emissions to just the 2017 
emissions results in including one extra source, Stillwater Mine (still assuming the Q/d > 4 threshold): 

 

The NOx emissions from 2010 – 2020 are listed below: 

 

The NOx emissions were uncharacteristically high in 2017 and not representative of emissions over the 
decade. Montana believes that the source selection is adequate and to rely on the 2017 NEI year alone would 
not be representative. 

Comment: 

The SIP should clearly identify which out-of-state Class I areas are affected by emissions from the state and 
consult with those states that contain the Class I area. 40 CFR 51.308(f)(2). Note that this is distinct from 
assessing which out-of-state Class I areas are affected by particular in-state sources. This assessment should 
evaluate all anthropogenic sources of all visibility-impairing pollutants in Montana. See Guidance at 8-9. EPA 
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has explained that the statute and EPA’s regulations at 40 CFR 51.308(f) “require that the cause-or-
contribute assessment consider all emissions of visibility-impairing pollutants from a State, as opposed to 
emissions of a particular pollutant or emissions from a certain set of sources.”2 The Guidance also states that 
all types of anthropogenic sources (such as major and minor stationary sources, mobile sources, and area 
sources) are to be included in the determination of affected Class I areas in other states. Guidance at 8. (1 - 
EPA Comments Received) 

Response: 

In response to this comment, Montana added further discussion in Section 7.2.1 of the RH SIP. The out-of-
state site that Montana contributes to the most is Wind Cave in South Dakota, where Montana 
anthropogenic sources contribute 0.12 dv of light extinction. Montana anthropogenic sources contribute 0.11 
dv to both Theodore Roosevelt and Lostwood, both in North Dakota.  

Comment: 

Equity and Environmental Justice. We encourage Montana to consider whether the SIP revision will result in 
equity and environmental justice impacts or impacts on any potentially affected communities. We also 
encourage Montana to describe any outreach to environmental justice communities that the state conducted, 
the opportunities Montana has provided for communities to give feedback on its proposed strategy, and the 
consideration Montana gave environmental justice in its technical analyses. See Clarifications Memo at 16. (1 
- EPA Comments Received) 

Response: 

The requirements of the RHR are that Montana address regional haze in each mandatory Class I Federal area 
located within Montana and in each mandatory Class I Federal area located outside Montana that may be 
affected by emissions from within the State. As required by the RHR, Montana’s LTS and the RPGs provide 
for an improvement in visibility for the most impaired days since the baseline period and ensure no 
degradation in visibility for the clearest days since the baseline period. 

Although EPA’s July 2021 Clarifications Memo encourages states to consider whether there may be 
environmental justice impacts when developing the regional haze plan, it does not include specific 
instructions on how environmental justice should be included when evaluating visibility impacts on Class I 
areas in regional haze plans. Similarly, there are no provisions in either section 169A of the Clean Air Act 
(pertaining to Visibility protection for Federal Class I areas) or in EPA’s RHR at 40 CFR 51.308 pertaining to 
environmental justice. Additionally, the Clarifications Memo was released to the states for their consideration 
late enough in the planning process that Montana was unable to change and/or perform new analyses.   

 

2- RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

Comment:  

Montana received comments from Phillips 66, requesting a sentence be removed from the SIP submittal. See 
Section 12 - Comment Letter – Phillips 66 Company – Billings Refinery.  
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Response: Montana has made the requested change in the SIP.  

Comment: 

Montana received comments from ExxonMobil that clarified the FCCU SO2 limit negotiations with EPA. 
See Section 14 - Comment Letter – ExxonMobil Billings Refinery. 

Response: 

Montana updated the SIP with the new information. Please see Section 6.2.16, pages 237 – 238 of the RH 
SIP.  

Comment: 

Montana received 41 comments during the public comment period about Hardin Generating Station. 
Specifically, commenters requested that Montana require Hardin Generating Station to conduct a review of 
emission-reducing measures given the significant increase in emissions in the past year due to its revival as a 
cryptocurrency mining energy source. 

Response 

Rocky Mountain Power, LLC (RMP) operates a nominal 116-gross megawatt (MW) coal-fired electrical 
power generation facility approximately 1.2 miles northeast of Hardin, Montana. The facility consists of a 
pulverized coal-fired boiler and a steam turbine, which drives a 135 MVA class nameplate electric generator 
to produce a nominal 116-gross MW of electric power. The average 2014-2017 NOx+SO2 emissions were 
492.78 tons per year, and the nearest Class I area (Absaroka) is 183.6 km. The Hardin Plant had a Q/d = 
2.68, and therefore, did not meet our screening requirements. The plant had been on the verge of closing 
until, in 2021, the plant started producing power for bitcoin mining. The 2017 – 2021 emissions of NOx and 
SO2 are listed below: 
 NOx SO2 

2017 64.07 71.32 
2018 86.25 100.40 
2019 69.06 95.10 
2020 21.72 32.84 
2021 232.20 288.15 

 
In 2021, emissions rose significantly, then in early 2022, Marathon Digital Holdings announced their intent to 
transition the Hardin Plant’s bitcoin mining operations to more sustainable power sources. The future of this 
plant is uncertain, but Montana expects 2021 emission levels to continue into the future. This source will be 
monitored and, if need be, addressed in the 5-year progress report.  
 
Comment: 
 
Montana received 39 comments regarding setting a cost per ton threshold. Specifically, establish a threshold 
of at least $10,000 per ton of pollution, as our neighbor Colorado has already done. 
 
Response: 
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As Montana responded to the similar comments from the NPS, neither the CAA nor its implementing 
regulations require that states set a cost-effectiveness threshold. While EPA's 2019 Guidance states that "{a} 
state may find it useful to develop thresholds for single metrics to organize and guide its decision-making," it 
does not require them. (pg 39). The 2021 Clarification Memo does not amend this position. While the RHR 
may allow us to establish a bright line for some of the factors such as cost-effectiveness and visibility, we are 
not required to do so, and have not done so for this action. 
 
Comment 
 
Montana received 20 comments to stop using inflated controls and over estimating the costs incurred by 
facilities to implement emission controls.  
 
Response: 
 
Montana disagrees that we inflated and/or overestimated the costs of controls.  

Comment 
 
Montana received 16 comments to protect public lands.  
 
Response: 
 
The Mandatory Class I areas in Montana are managed by the USFS, USFWS, and NPS. Each federal agency 
has different objectives and policies for the ways in which they take care of the land. To the extent that this 
plan can be protective of public lands in terms of visibility, Montana believes it is, as our analysis shows 
improvement in visibility on the most impaired days and that no degradation in visibility on the least 
impaired days will occur by 2028.  
 
Comment: 

Montana received 90 comments that we address pollution, clear the air, and start thinking about costs to 
human health.  

Response:  

Unlike the other provisions of the Clean Air Act and other pollution measures, the RHR focuses on 
safeguarding nature and ecosystems in protected federal lands rather than focusing on public health. The 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are the health based standards and apply to certain air 
pollutants. Said another way, the NAAQS are health based standards, while the RHR is a visibility standard 
applying only to federal Class I areas. Montana has redesignated 14 non-attainment areas to 
attainment/maintenance. Montana is in the process of redesignating the last nonattainment area (Laurel SO2, 
1971 24-hr standard).  Montana is in compliance with all current NAAQS.  
 
Comment: 

Montana received a comment that the proposed SIP will not result in reasonable progress toward improving 
visibility at Montana's 12 Class I areas. 

Response: 
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We disagree with the commenter that the SIP fails to achieve reasonable progress at Montana's Class I areas.  

Comment:  

Montana received support for the decision to request source evaluations of 17 sources, but none of these 
sources conducted a complete and accurate statutory four factor analyses and MDEQ arbitrarily refused to 
proposed cost-effective emission reductions at any of these facilities to ensure reasonable progress. 

Response:  

Thank you, comment noted. However, the RHR has a goal that anthropogenic visibility impairment be 
eliminated by 2064; however, it does not require that all anthropogenic contributions to visibility impacts be 
fully eliminated in the near term.  
 
Comment:  

To comply with CAA 42 U.S.C. §7401 & the RHR 40 CFR § 51.300, Montana must correct the flaws 
identified in the comments and in the attached technical report by Ms. Stamper. 

Response:  

We disagree that in order to comply with the CAA and the RHR we must correct flaws noted. MTDEQ 
believes our SIP complies with the requirements set forth in the CAA and the RHR.   

Comment:  

Montana must require emission controls for the three power plants the state selected for review in this 
planning period–the state’s largest sector of visibility-impairing emissions. 

Response:  

Please refer to Montana’s response to source-specific comments below. 
 
Comment:  

Montana must establish enforceable SIP emission limits for Hardin Generating Station.  

Response:  

We disagree that MTDEQ needs to establish an enforceable SIP emission limit for Hardin Generating 
Station. Please refer to MTDEQ's detailed response on page H-75 of this document.  

Comment:  

Montana must correct the inflated cost of controls calculations. 

Response:  

Montana disagrees with the statement that the costs used in control calculations were inflated. We respond to 
specific comments on our evaluation of cost in more detail in the source-specific comments section 
beginning on page H-78 of this document. 

Comment: 
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Montana failed to first evaluate whether additional emission reductions from sources are necessary via the 
Four-Factor Analysis reasonable progress determinations to ensure reasonable progress toward the CAA’s 
visibility goal. 

Response: Montana disagrees with the commenter. When determining reasonable progress, states are 
required to consider the four-factors, but are not strictly limited to these considerations. Unlike the 2005 
BART Guidelines (which were required by the Act and described how to quantify the five statutory factors 
for BART in the first period), the RHR does not dictate an analytical methodology for evaluating the 
reasonable progress factors and instead provides a flexible process for states to follow in developing 
approvable submissions. The RHR provides states with considerable flexibility to decide how to characterize 
the factors, but the approaches must be reasonable and documented.  

Comment: 

Montana relied on alleged “on-the-books” emission reductions and emission reductions from other 
programs absent any enforceable requirement. 

Response: Montana disagrees with the commenter. Sources based their 2028 projected emissions based on 
‘on-the-books’ emission limits that have been adopted and enforceable and include any controls that are 
needed to address regulatory requirements. Only three of the seventeen sources evaluated projected a slight 
emissions decrease from the RepBase2 emissions scenario to the 2028 OTBa2 scenario (Colstrip units #3 
and #4 project a 7% decrease in NOx and a 0.4% decrease in SO2. CHS projected a 4% decrease in NOx 
and 14% in SO2.) The remaining facilities projected 2028 levels to be the same as or slightly above the 
RepBase2 emissions scenario.  

Comment: 

Montana relied on flawed modeling data and assumptions that are not secured via enforceable SIP 
requirements to predict that visibility will continue to improve in 2028. 

Response: Montana disagrees that the modeling data was flawed. Montana ensured all source retirements 
that are necessary to make reasonable progress are federally enforceable.  

Comment: 

Montana relied on flawed and incomplete consultations with other states and Regional Planning 
Organizations (“RPOs”). 

Response: Montana does not believe the consultations with other states were either flawed or incomplete. 
Montana participated in, along with the other western states, local air agencies, and tribes, a very 
comprehensive regional planning effort that began in 2017. These meetings, decisions, and data products 
from this shared collaboration are posted on the WRAP website (www.wrap2air.com) and are testament to 
the large amount of work accomplished together.  

Comment: 

Montana failed to adequately respond to comments from the Federal Land Managers. 

Response: 

http://www.wrap2air.com/
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Montana chose to address the FLM comments received during formal consultation at the same time we 
addressed the public comments received. We waited to address all comments received at one time. The FLM 
comments were addressed in this final draft to EPA. 

Comments on Talen Montana – Colstrip Units 3 and 4 
 
Comment #1: Montana assumed that the 95% control level currently being achieved represents the best 
control measure available for SO2, even though level of SO2 control of 98%-99% is a more justified top level 
of control for coal-fired boilers equipped with wet scrubbers like those at Colstrip Units 3 and 4. 
 
Response: Even if a three to four percent change were made to the control efficiency, this would equate to 
an equivalent three to four percent reduction in the cost per ton analysis.  Montana considers this an 
insignificant reduction in the projected cost per ton estimate which already may likely be low by up to 30 
percent. 
 
Comment #2: Montana assumed that SCR could achieve a 0.06 lb/MMBtu controlled NOx emission rate 
even though 0.04 lb/MMBtu or even lower could be achieved.  
 
Response:  Montana determined that a 0.06 lb/MMBtu estimate was appropriate and that the Four Factor 
Analysis does not require the absolute lowest emission rate be used.  EPA's RACT/BACT/LAER 
Clearinghouse (RBLC) is an example of how ranges of emission limits are established based on a case-by-case 
analysis across the country. Once a “lowest rate” is established, it does not necessarily mean each facility 
must be permitted at that lower rate.  The same is true for Regional Haze, an estimate is provided based on 
the characteristics of the facility being evaluated and 0.06 lb/MMBtu is not outside a reasonable range 
Comment #3: Montana evaluated SNCR to achieve only 13% NOx removal with SNCR rather than 20% 
NOx removal and a 0.12 lb/MMBtu annual NOx emission rate 
 
Response: Units 3 and 4 already have relatively low NOx emissions due to the Smart Burn Technology 
which is in place on both of these units.  Therefore, adding SNCR downstream of existing control 
technologies was done so recognizing that the concentration of NOx in the stream to be treated is below 
those levels represented by the Cost Control Manual.  Therefore, a determination was made that the 20 
percent reduction was too high based on the current use of Smart Burn Technology.  If there weren't already 
Smart Burn Technology in place, a higher efficiency would have been used in the analysis.    

Comment #4: Used an elevated retrofit factor of 1.3 
 
Response: Talen Energy, as the operator of the Colstrip facility and of Units 3 and 4, are the most qualified 
to project what retrofit factor should be applied at their facility. Local knowledge for construction projects 
due to site characteristics is considered superior than default retrofit factors. 
 
Comment #5: Used a useful life of only 20 years. 
 
Response:  Montana accepted a useful life of only 20 years because information readily available in public 
information releases from the various owners and the operator of Units 3 and 4 indicate there will be 
ownership changes in the future due to their inability to import electricity from coal-fired power plants.  
Northwestern Energy, who is the most likely member interested in electricity generation from Units 3 and 4 
beyond 2028 has IRP information suggesting an energy transition away from fossil fuel beyond a 20-year 
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lifetime.  For this planning period, a 20-year life is appropriate and at the mid-point of this planning period, 
more information will be available as to the interest in continuing electrical generation from coal-fired units 
at Colstrip.   

Comment #6: Used an inflated interest rate of 5.5% 
 
Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%.  Over the last twenty-year period the bank prime rate has averaged 
5.45 percent, and therefore an interest rate to be used for ten-year planning periods for the Regional Haze 
program provides some certainty that an appropriate factor will be in place when the projects would 
commence. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%.  
 
Comment #7: Assumed use of urea when ammonia results in a more cost-effective option 
 
Response: Both urea and ammonia costs have doubled during 2021 and 2022, and therefore the costs for 
switching between urea and ammonia will not result in the reduction of the cost per ton analysis.  Global 
price increases are projected through 2023, so higher chemical costs need to be projected. 
(https://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=urea&months=60#:~:text=Urea%20Monthly%
20Price%20-%20US%20Dollars%20per%20Metric,%20%2022.00%25%20%2057%20more%20rows%20) 
Natural gas prices are also a major factor in fertilizer prices, and they are also at record highs from the last 
ten years. 

Comment #10: The NPS consultation comments also found errors in the source’s Four-Factor Analysis, like 
those presented in the Stamper Report. Additionally, NPS’s calculations determined that cost-effective 
controls were available to reduce emissions from Colstrip Units 3 and 4.  

Response: Montana determined that with a long-term interest rate closer to 5.5 percent and the appropriate 
emission factors, the resulting cost per ton results are not cost effective during this planning period. 

Comment #11: Our estimated costs for NOx reduction [with SCR or SNCR] for Units 3 and 4 range from 
$2,121 to $6,521, depending upon the unit, choice of reagent, control technology, and $2,121 to $6,521, 
depending upon the unit, choice of reagent, control technology, and assumed NOx removal efficiency. Other 
states have set cost-effectiveness thresholds of $5,000/ton (Texas), $7,000/ton (New Mexico), and 
$10,000/ton (Colorado and Oregon). 
 
Response: The RHR does not require states to set cost thresholds and Montana chose to not set a cost 
threshold for determining project implementation.  Montana also does not set a cost threshold when it is 
evaluating emission controls under Montana's Best Available Control Technology (BACT) program.   
 
Comments on Yellowstone Energy Limited Partnership (YELP) – Yellowstone Power Plant 

Comment #1: Montana eliminated consideration of circulating dry scrubbers (“CDS”) from review as a 
potential SO2 control measure. 

Response: CDS systems result in high particulate loading to the unit’s particulate control device. Because of 
the high particulate loading, the pressure drop across a fabric filter would be unacceptable; therefore, 
electrostatic precipitators (ESP) are generally used for particulate control. YELP has high efficiency fabric 
filters in place. Based on limited technical data from non-comparable applications and engineering judgment, 

https://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=urea&months=60#:%7E:text=Urea%20Monthly%20Price%20-%20US%20Dollars%20per%20Metric,%20%2022.00%25%20%2057%20more%20rows%20
https://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=urea&months=60#:%7E:text=Urea%20Monthly%20Price%20-%20US%20Dollars%20per%20Metric,%20%2022.00%25%20%2057%20more%20rows%20
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it has been determined that CDS is not technically feasible with a CFBC boiler equipped with a fabric filter 
for particulate control. Therefore, it was eliminated. 

Comment #2: The annual average cost effectiveness of adding SDA/CDS at YELP would be acceptable in 
the context of the thresholds used by NM, CO, and OR and could reduce annual emissions by almost 1,650 
tpy. 

Response: Neither the CAA nor its implementing regulations require that states set a cost-effectiveness 
threshold. While EPA's 2019 Guidance states that "{a} state may find it useful to develop thresholds for 
single metrics to organize and guide its decision-making," it does not require them. (pg 39). The 2021 
Clarification Memo does not amend this position. While the Regional Haze Rule may allow us to establish a 
bright line for some of the factors such as cost-effectiveness and visibility, we are not required to do so, and 
have not done so for this action 

Comment #3: Montana relied on YELP’s outdated analysis from the first round of regional haze planning 
and on cost equations from EPA’s 2002 Control Cost Manual when more recent tools based on actual 
retrofit costs of these controls are available. 

Response: Montana allowed the adjustment for inflation as the first round analysis had a higher grade 
estimate provided by an expert vendor for these types of processes.  The METSO group is a recognized 
industrial leader and their analysis is considered to be much more process specific than a generic cost control 
manual.  In fact, once a cost control manual approach is used, what always occurs next is then more refined 
and detailed analysis, which is what the METSO analysis represented.  Montana believes adjusting the round 
1 estimates is appropriate.   

Comment #4: Montana failed to provide sufficient information on the CFB boilers fuel characteristics, 
sulfur content, and operation data. 

Response: These were included in the round 1 analysis and are considered to be a more refined analysis than 
using the EPA cost control manual for generic processes. 

Comment #5: Montana escalated costs over 8 years (2011 to 2019) and used inflation cost adjustments that 
showed a 15% interest in prices from 2011 to 2019 even though the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index 
(“CEPCI”) showed only a 3.7% increase over that same timeframe. 

Response: Montana believes the inflation cost adjustments were appropriate, and based on inflation costs in 
2021 and 2022, the escalated cost factors used are now likely on the low side. 

Comment #6: Montana assumed 80% SO2 removal in its evaluation of spray dryer absorber (“SDA”) as a 
control even though SDA can achieve higher levels of SO2 control, even with the CFB boilers achieving 
92% control. 

Response: Montana believes that modifying to 92 percent would have lowered the cost to $4712/ton.  This 
is not considered a significant improvement as the capital cost still remains at $7,509,313.   

Comment #7: Montana included costs for new baghouses for each of the three SO2 control options 
without detailing support that entirely new baghouses would be required with each SO2 control. 

Response: The facility has local knowledge of the status of their current operation and is in the best position 
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to understand whether new baghouses would be required to implement the new control strategies.  The 
conclusions reached for needing new baghouses is not inappropriate based on the background information 
provided by YELP.  Montana accepts the conclusion that baghouses designed for all of the site 
characteristics are necessary for overall site reliability and operation.  Installing new control technologies that 
cause operational problems would not be acceptable for the facility operation and may well cause emissions 
increases due to more startup/shutdown and malfunctions.  Ultimately, avoiding operational challenges is the 
reason why new baghouses are being recommended. 

Comment #8: Montana assumed a 50% NOx reduction with SNCR using ammonia as the reagent even 
though EPA has indicated that SCNR can achieve 76-80% NOx reduction. 

Response: Montana accepted a 50 percent NOx reduction based on experience and challenges 
demonstrated at the two Montana Portland Cement Plants, both operating SNCR from round 1 of Regional 
Haze. These facilities have only achieved approximately 35 percent NOx reduction. While these are different 
facilities, over-predicting NOx removal efficiencies particularly on facilities which are providing one of a kind 
services for a neighboring refinery without additional evidence that an identical facility to YELP has achieved 
higher than 50 percent control is unwarranted. 

Comment #9: The annual average cost effectiveness of adding SCR would be acceptable in the context of 
the thresholds used by CO and OR and could reduce annual emissions by almost 350 tons/year. 

Response: Neither the CAA nor its implementing regulations require that states set a cost-effectiveness 
threshold. While EPA's 2019 Guidance states that "{a} state may find it useful to develop thresholds for 
single metrics to organize and guide its decision-making," it does not require them. (pg 39). The 2021 
Clarification Memo does not amend this position. While the RHR may allow us to establish a bright line for 
some of the factors such as cost-effectiveness and visibility, we are not required to do so, and have not done 
so for this action. Montana also does not set a cost threshold when it is evaluating emission controls under 
Montana's Best Available Control Technology (BACT) program. 

Comment #10: The annual average cost effectiveness of adding SNCR would be acceptable in the context 
of the thresholds used by TX, NM, CO, and OR and could reduce annual emissions by over 200 tons/year. 

Response: Neither the CAA nor its implementing regulations require that states set a cost-effectiveness 
threshold. While EPA's 2019 Guidance states that "{a} state may find it useful to develop thresholds for 
single metrics to organize and guide its decision-making," it does not require them. (pg 39). The 2021 
Clarification Memo does not amend this position. While the RHR may allow us to establish a bright line for 
some of the factors such as cost-effectiveness and visibility, we are not required to do so, and have not done 
so for this action. Montana also does not set a cost threshold when it is evaluating emission controls under 
Montana's Best Available Control Technology (BACT) program. 

Comment #11: Of the four statutory factors, only the Cost of Compliance is an issue for the technically-
feasible controls. MDEQ should require application of cost-effective, technically-feasible controls. 

Response: The cost of compliance is only one of the four statutory factors and as such does not in itself 
determine whether it is reasonable to require controls. 

Comment #12: Montana included sales tax even though Montana has a sales tax exemption for pollution 
control equipment.  
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Response: The estimate used a 3 percent tax rate which Montana considers insignificant and would not 
impact the resulting cost per ton number significantly.  If some of the equipment is purchased outside 
Montana, there certainly could still be sales tax on specific projects. 

Comment #13: Montana used inflated interest rate of 5.5%. 

Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. 

Comment #14: Truncated equipment life of 20 years. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20 year remaining useful life based on the status of the contract for this 
QF facility under PURPA.  This contract is due to for renewal negotiation/determination in 2028.  The 
outcome of that process may determine whether the facility remains economical to operate. Requiring 
additional controls at this time may likely cause a shutdown of this facility and the resulting loss of jobs and 
tax revenue not to mention impact on local communities. 

Comments on Colstrip Energy Limited Partnership (CELP) 

Comment #1: Montana eliminated consideration of a CDS from review as a potential SO2 control measure. 

Response: Based on the high particulate loading concerns and the impact of the baghouse, this technology 
was eliminated from consideration. 

Comment #2: Montana relied on CELP’s outdated analysis from the first round of regional haze planning 
and on cost equations from EPA’s 2002 Control Cost Manual when more recent tools based on actual 
retrofit costs of these controls are available. 

Response: The first round analysis was considered a reliable estimate for pollution control options and 
therefore, scaling from 2011 to 2019 based on known inflation cost adjustments is consistent with best 
management practices for projecting current project costs. 

Comment #3: Montana failed to provide sufficient information on the CFB boilers fuel characteristics, such 
as sulfur content and heat value, and operation data. 

Response: Montana determined enough data was present to provide credibility to the resulting cost analysis. 

Comment #4: Montana escalated costs over 8 years (2011 to 2019) and used inflation cost adjustments that 
showed a 15% interest in prices from 2011 to 2019 even though the CEPCI showed only a 3.7% increase 
over that same timeframe. 

Response: There is no single, required index to be used for adjusting for inflationary costs.  There are 
numerous indexes available for sources to use.  Inflation now in 2022 is at a record high and when adjusted 
for today's inflation, the previous cost per ton results will all be low.   

Comment #5: Montana assumed 80% SO2 removal in its evaluation of SDA even though SDA can achieve 
higher levels of SO2 control, even with the CFB boilers achieving 90% control. 

Response: An increase in projected removal efficiency would only have resulted in a small reduction in SO2 
and only dropped the cost per ton to $3840. Overall costs remain high for SDA at over 28 million dollars. 
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Comment #6: Montana included costs for new baghouses for each of the three SO2 control options 
without detailing support that entirely new baghouses would be required with each SO2 control. 

Response: Given the local facility information, and impacts on air flow through the baghouses, new 
baghouses are projected to be necessary. 

Comment #7: Montana assumed a 50% NOx reduction with SNCR using ammonia as the reagent even 
though EPA has indicated that SCNR can achieve 76-80% NOx reduction. 

Response: SNCR efficiencies can have a wide range particularly depending upon inlet concentrations to the 
reaction zones. Montana’s Portland Cement plants each have SNCR, and are reaching just 35% reduction in 
NOx. Montana believes that 50% NOx reduction is conservative, given this experience.  

Comment #8: Montana listed incorrect SCR and SNCR cost and emission reduction information in Table 6-
24 (at page 234), as the data does not match CELP’s four-factor analysis (Appendix B at 1). 

Response: Montana agrees with the commenter. As the YELP and CELP analyses were very similar in 
preparing summary tables the costs and tons removed were incorrectly identified in the CELP analysis.  The 
cost per ton noted in the SIP does however match the summary in the original CELP Four Factor Analysis.  
These have been corrected in the revised SIP (see Table 6.26 of SIP).  

Comment #9: Montana included sales tax even though Montana has a sales tax exemption for pollution 
control equipment. 

Response: The estimate used a 3 percent tax rate which Montana considers insignificant and would not 
impact the resulting cost per ton number significantly.  If some of the equipment is purchased outside 
Montana, there certainly could still be sales tax on specific projects. 

Comment #10: Montana inflated interest rate to 5.5%. 

Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. 

Comment #11: Montana truncated equipment life to 20 years.  

Response: Montana chose to accept a remaining useful life of 20 years for the facility and for the use of 
pollution control equipment.   

Comment #12: For SCNR, we calculated the normalized stoichiometric ratio using the equation from the 
Control Cost Manual, (2*NOxin + 0.7)*h NOx/ NOxin, rather than reading it from a chart. This resulted in 
a value of 1.875 instead of 3. 

Response: An 1.86 factor would have been more accurate for this analysis.  The change in NSR would have 
decreased the annual operating costs by approximately $200,000 per year. However, chemical costs have now 
increased since the evaluation was conducted and the cost increase in reagent would more than off-set the 
reduced reagent due to the change in NSR. 

Comments on GCC Trident Cement Plant 

Comment #1: Montana failed to conduct a four-factor analysis of additional controls for SO2. While SO2 
emissions are quite low, we recommend that Montana could improve the effectiveness of the draft SIP by 
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setting an SO2 emission limit that reflects the capability of GCC SO2 controls.  

Response: Montana chose to include only those sources of high SO2 emissions for this second round of 
planning.  With very low baseline emissions (7.5 tpy) and natural SO2 scrubbing at the facility, the resources 
required to conduct a four factor analysis is not reasonable.  

Comment #2: Montana failed to make available for public review the GCC SO2 control analysis that 
MDEQ referred to in the Proposed SIP. 

Response: Montana mistakenly referred to a four factor analysis done by GCC for SO2. This language has 
been removed from the SIP.  

Comment #3: Did not provide information on the underlying assumptions for the baseline/2028 
OTB/OTW SO2 emissions and what SO2 controls have been implemented even though MDEQ 
determined that no more SO2 controls for the cement kiln were required. 

Response: Montana mistakenly referred to a four factor analysis done by GCC for SO2. This language has 
been removed from the SIP.  

Comment #4: Montana incorrectly dismissed SCR as not technically feasible even though SCR is being used 
at other U.S. and European cement kilns. 

Response: Montana determined that an insufficient amount of public information is available to determine 
the technical feasibility nor cost implications of SCR installed on Portland Cement plants located in the US.  
Therefore, Montana will review this technology in future rounds of regional haze when additional public 
information is available.    

Comment #5: Montana must consider use of a ceramic catalytic filtration system in the existing baghouse as 
a top control technology for NOx and PM and also for SO2 if dry sorbent injection is used. As discussed in 
detail in the Stamper Report, the use of ceramic catalytic filters in the GCC Trident cement kiln’s existing 
baghouse would likely be very cost effective, would reduce ammonia slip which GCC Trident claims is an 
issue with the SNCR required to meet BART, and would allow the cement kiln to improve NOx removal 
efficiency to 90% for 1,004 tons per year of NOx reduced. As an alternative, MDEQ should more 
thoroughly evaluate the option of SCR to replace the SNCR to achieve 90% control of NOx, as it has been 
used at cement kilns in Europe and at two cement kilns in the United States. 

Response: Ceramic catalytic filters have yet to be successfully used in high dust applications such as Portland 
Cement plants. If more information becomes available in the future, the next round of regional haze 
planning could take another look at this technology. As stated above, SCR is not readily proven either 
technically or economically and is removed from consideration from this round. 

Comments on Ash Grove Cement Plant 

Comment #1: Montana failed to consider ceramic catalytic filtration systems as a control. 

Response: Ceramic catalytic filters have yet to be successfully used in high dust applications such as Portland 
Cement plants.  This technology may provide additional review opportunity in the next round of regional 
haze. 

Comment #2: Montana incorrectly dismissed SCR as not technically feasible even though SCR is being used 
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at other U.S. and European cement kilns. 

Response:  Montana determined that an insufficient amount of public information is available to determine 
the technical feasibility nor cost implications of SCR installed on Portland Cement plants located in the US.  
Therefore, Montana will review this technology in future rounds of regional haze when additional public 
information is available. 

Comment #3: Montana failed to provide information to indicate what level of SO2 removal is required by 
the current limit of 2.0 lb/ton of clinker. 

Response: There is no "level" of SO2 required rather Ash Grove is required to meet the 2.0 lb/ton of 
clinker produced. SO2 reductions of almost 800 tpy have occurred when the dry scrubbing system was 
installed in 2012. Ash Grove has permitted but not installed/switched operations to a dry kiln system. The 
new kiln has an SO2 limit of 0.4 lb/ton of clinker. 

Comment #4: Montana incorrectly stated that a semi-dry scrubber was required at Ash Grove to meet 
BART, even though EPA did not require installation of a semi-dry scrubber to meet BART, and EPA’s SO2 
BART limit was much higher at 11.5 lb/ton. 

Response: Montana agrees with the commenter. Dry scrubbing was not required by BART, but instead as 
part of Consent Decree No: 2:13-cv-02299-JTM-DJW. Dry scrubbing was evaluated in the 2012 Proposed 
FIP for SO2 controls for Montana but ultimately no new controls were required by the Final Regional Haze 
FIP. This information has been fixed in the SIP.  

Comment #5: Montana failed to set an SO2 emission limit or require SO2 controls even though SO2 
controls could be optimized and SO2 emissions could be minimized. 

Response: Montana determined that the current limit of 2.0 lb/ton of clinker is at a level consistent with 
limits that would be achieved from a semi-dry scrubber which is what Ash Grove installed in 2012. Future 
rounds of Regional Haze may address the remaining 100 tpy of SO2 emissions. 

Comments on ExxonMobil Billings Refinery:  

Comment #1: Montana failed to identify all of the emission units at the refinery, and the units’ actual and 
allowable emissions. 

Response: The four-factor analysis focused on NOx for three primary emission units/sources: the Coker 
CO Boiler (KCOB), the F-1 Crude Furnace/F-401 Vacuum Heater listed under EU01 – Crude Unit in 
operating permit #OP1564-17, (F-1/F-401), and the F-551 Heater (F-551). The KCOB, F-1/F-401, and F-
551 are responsible for approximately 52% of the NOx emissions from the refinery based on the 2015-2016 
emissions baseline.  To start, all the units at the refinery were screened, then Montana decided to focus on 
the larger emitting units for NOx, as this approach would provide the best opportunity for large reductions.  

At the time Montana was reviewing the submitted four-factor analysis, the Exxon Refinery was engaged in an 
extended demonstration period on a desulfurization (DeSOx) additive while operating the FCCU in Full 
Burn Operation as required under its EPA Refinery Consent Decree for controlling SO2 emissions from the 
FCCU.  The FCCU SO2 limit was finalized on June 28, 2021 and incorporated in Exxon Refinery’s 
Operating Permit #OP1564-18 and MAQP #1564-35. The limits are 177.3 ppm at 0% O2 on a 365-day 
rolling average and 300.0 ppm at 0% O2 on a 7-day rolling average.  The new limits agreed upon by Exxon 
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and EPA provide significant SO2 emissions now and in the future.  

Comment #2: Montana did not clarify whether the F-201 Hydrofiner Heater is representative of the smaller 
process heaters at ExxonMobil refinery, and if so, failed to provide actual and potential emissions data for all 
heaters at the refinery. 

Response: Montana reviewed all emitting units at the facility based on actual emission by unit as it is "real 
emissions" that cause visibility impairment, not potential emissions.  The four factor analyses do not consider 
potential emissions, and for the purpose of Regional Haze they are not required to be reviewed. In 
discussions with Exxon, the facility indicated they believed the F-201 Hydrofiner Heater was representative 
of many smaller heaters and it was selected to represent the population of these smaller heaters.   

Comment #3: Montana failed to provide information on the demonstration period on a desulfurization 
(“DeSOx”) additive while operating the FCCU in Full Burn Operation, including when it is projected to be 
completed and when a final SO2 limit required by the Consent Decree are likely to be imposed. 

Response: The Consent Decree is now in place and finalized and included in their Title V permit.  The 
reductions are currently occurring and as soon as enough time has passed, real significant SO2 reductions will 
be evident and brought forward by Montana as a demonstration of actual emission reductions for the facility. 
These limits are based on a ppm value and over the course of a year, the concentration and flow values will 
be totaled as a reduction in tons per year. 

Comment #4: Montana failed to evaluate and explain way it did not evaluate SNCR for Unit F1/F401 
(Crude Heater/Vacuum Heater), Unit F-551, or Unit F-201. 

Response: As stated in the Four Factor Analysis, "Because the viability of SNCR is directly related to 
combustion temperature, the application of this technology to furnaces/heaters is not technically feasible, as 
they operate at much lower temperatures (600-700°F). Therefore, SNCR is being analyzed only for the 
KCOB, not F-1/F-401, F-551 and F-201." SNCR is feasible only on higher temperature units, where 
multiple injection ports can be optimized. 

Comment #5: Montana did not provide documentation for its ultra-low NOx burners (“ULNB”) costs. 

Response: As stated in the Four Factor Analysis "Based on corporate and unit specific information, F-1/F-
401 would not be candidates for ULNB/FGR because of the age of the furnaces. If such an upgrade were 
required, the furnaces would be replaced, at an estimated cost of $10-$20 million per boiler (F-1 at the higher 
end, F-401 at the lower end). F-551 would also not be a candidate for UNLB/FGR because of the high 
number of burners (80). Replacement of 80 burners would essentially require a rebuild of the furnace. 
Retrofitting the KCOB or F-201 with UNLB/FGR is a potential option, however cost data is difficult to 
come by, as mentioned above."    

Comment #6: The company’s cost evaluation for SNCR at Unit KCOB understated the NOx removed with 
SNCR by inputting a “time that the SNCR operates” of 265 days. ExxonMobil assumed that the SNCR did 
not operate the other 100 days per year and understated the NOx emissions reduced with SNCR. EPA has 
issued an updated SNCR spreadsheet on 3/19/21 that now has an entry for number of days SNCR operates 
and the number of days the boiler operates.185 ExxonMobil should have assumed that the SNCR operates 
whenever the boiler operates. 

Response: Montana requested Four Factor Analyses in 2019, and Exxon used the spreadsheet that was 
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available at the time.  The EPA spreadsheet has some issues with it and in order to make the spreadsheet 
work correctly, the days of emitting unit and control technology appear to be inconsistent but the 
spreadsheet assumes the emitting unit operates at full design rating, and calculates the number of full load 
days that would occur.  Montana believes the calculations do not misrepresent the overall calculated cost 
effectiveness. 

Comment #7: ExxonMobil used a NSR of 2.0 in the SNCR cost spreadsheet—deviating from the default 
1.05 NSR in the EPA SNCR cost spreadsheet—but did not explain how that NSR was derived. Given that 
the NSR defines how much ammonia or urea reagent is used. 

Response: ExxonMobil selected a number they felt would provide an appropriate safety factor.  If the 
default NSR had been used, the annual cost reduction would have been reduced by only approximately 
$22,218, resulting in a cost per ton reduction of approximately $6,966.  This would still be considered a high 
cost. 

Comment #8: ExxonMobil assumed urea would be the reagent with SNCR to meet 58.5% NOx removal 
even though the facility already handles ammonia for SCR. Ammonia allows for higher NOx reductions than 
urea and is less expensive than urea. 

Response: Montana determined the costs whether urea or ammonia is used, still result in significant cost for 
the NOx reduction possible with capital costs approaching 2 million dollars.  Even with a slight increase in 
removal efficiency, a significant reduction would not occur in NOx emissions. 

Comment #9: ExxonMobil assumed a life of SNCR of 20 years even though use of a 25-year SNCR lifetime 
for refinery heaters and boilers is reasonable. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20-year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #11: ExxonMobil assumed a life of SCR of 20 years even though a 30-year life of SCR is 
reasonable based on EPA’s CCM. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20-year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #12: ULNB should have been evaluated at a 30-year life. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20-year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #13: ExxonMobil evaluated ULNB for Unit KCOB and F-201, without providing the basis for 
these costs or identifying the capital costs and the operating and maintenance costs. 

Response: Costs were based on best engineering judgement as provided by Exxon.  Not having specific 
costs to refute their determination, Montana accepted their estimates since EPA has not provided detailed 
information on UNLB retrofits. 

Comment #14: ExxonMobil used a 5.5% interest rate even though the current interest rate is 3.25%. 

Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
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Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. 

Comments on Cenex Harvest States Cooperative Inc. – CHS Inc. Refinery Laurel: 

Comment #1: The report lacks recent data to support the baseline emission rate for the Boiler #9. 

Response: CHS annually reports emissions including confirmation of an emission factor to be used for 
calculating emissions.  The emission factor used for Boiler #9 is consistent with the annual reporting and 
also consistent with AP-42 default emission factors.  Barring a source test for different data, the emission 
factor of 0.098 lb/MMBtu is appropriate. 

Comment #2: Montana appears to rely on the Flare Minimization Plan (“FMP”) in its determination that no 
SO2 control measures beyond what are already in place at the Main Refinery Flare are needed but fails to 
include the FMP as a part of the Proposed SIP. The failure to include the FMP that Montana relied on in the 
Proposed SIP, deprives the public of the opportunity to review the specific measures being relied on by 
Montana. 

Response: CHS is required to have a flare management plan per federal requirements which are already 
federally enforceable and in the Title V Operating Permit OP1821-20, which is available to the public for 
review.  Montana has determined that the elements of the flare management plan will provide reductions in 
future SO2 emissions. 

Comment #3: Montana does not clarify what “work practice” measures are and did not cite to relevant 
permit conditions pertaining to implementing the FMP. 

Response: Work practice measures are considered those measures that when performed or operated in said 
manner, provide emission reductions equivalent to if there were a numeric emission standard in place.  In 
more general terms, it may be considered to be best practices that minimize emissions. The specific condition 
in Title V Operating Permit OP1821-20 is found at R.9 – “CHS shall comply with 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja, as 
applicable to the Coker Flare, including the applicable design, equipment, work practice and operational 
standards of 40 CFR 60.103a (ARM 17.8.340 and 40 CFR 60 Subpart Ja).” 

Comment #4: The report does not detail the basis for the assumed 20% reduction in SO2 emissions from 
the Main Refinery Flare. 

Response: The basis for the assumption is that the facility being the expert on their own system understands 
that they continue to optimize their flare gas recovery system and all of its complexities and they have 
determined there is additional reductions that will occur as they continue to manage their own system. 

Comment #5: Montana failed to identify all of the emission units at the refinery, and the units’ actual and 
allowable emissions. 

Response:  The units’ actual emissions were modeled as part of the RepBase2 scenario. Montana did not use 
allowable emissions for modeling purposes. All of the refinery emitting units were screened and those with 
the highest emissions were selected for review.  Montana has determined that the best approach in our 
screening analysis was to select the highest emitting units for this round of Regional Haze.  Next rounds will 
focus on additional opportunities. 

Comment #6: CHS did not evaluate SCR by itself as a NOx control without explaining why. 
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Response: In general, we believe the commenters over-simplified the complexity of adding an SCR to an 
existing refinery combustion unit, and, as a result, underestimated the capital and operating costs associated 
with this control option.  The costs CHS used in the four-factor analyses were based on actual retrofits of 
refinery sources.  Also note that because there can be issues associated with adding an SCR to an existing 
source without first reducing NOx with a low or ultra-low NOx burner retrofit, CHS assumed that an initial 
NOx reduction would be made before an SCR would be added.  The NPS included a case where an SCR was 
added to each source without first reducing NOx with a burner retrofit. 

Comment #7: CHS did not evaluate SNCR for any unit. 

Response: As stated in the Four Factor Analysis "Because SNCR's ability to achieve NOx reduction requires 
operation of the combustion source within specific ranges it has previously only been applied to the control 
of NOx emissions from sources that operate within well-defined operating ranges and that do not rapidly 
vary across those ranges such as base-loaded boilers and FCCUs. Refinery process heaters operate across 
much wider ranges. As a result, SNCR has not been widely applied within the refinery industry and is not 
considered feasible for the process heaters. Boiler #9 is operated over a wide range of loads. As a result, 
SNCR is eliminated from further consideration." 

Comment #8: CHS did not provide documentation for any of its cost analyses in its four-factor report for 
the ULNB and ULNB plus SCR analyses. 

Response: CHS did provide this documentation in their four-factor analysis and Montana included this in 
the RH SIP (See table 6-38).  

Comment #9: CHS assumed a 7% interest rate instead of the current bank prime interest rate of 3.25%. 

Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%.  As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. Montana 
believes since the Regional Haze Planning Periods are ten years in length, that the average Bank Prime rate 
for the last ten years is more appropriate than a single point in time. The ten-year average is 5.45%. CHS 
chose to use their own lending interest rate based on their facility experience, which is why the report uses an 
interest rate of 7.0%.  In reviewing the difference between a cost recovery factor of 0.09439 and .08367, it 
resulted in a very slight increase in their cost per ton only.  If the cost per ton are re-evaluated at 5.5%, the 
resulting calculations only reduce their cost per ton by less than $2000, and therefore they remain in the 
range of $11,000 to $37,000 per ton which are still considered extremely high. 

Comment #10: CHS assumed a life of SCR of 20 years even though EPA’s CCM states that the life of SCR 
at petroleum refineries could be as long as 30 years. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20 year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #11: CHS also assumed a life of ULNB of 20 years instead of using a 30-year life. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20 year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #12: CHS only evaluated SCR to achieve 85% control even though ExxonMobil assumed 95% 
NOx control in its evaluation of SCR cost effectiveness,201 and SCRs are typically designed for 90%+ NOx 
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control. 

Response: The difference in an 85% control versus 95% control is in significant in the final cost per ton 
calculation and would not have significantly changed the result.  For the three SCR calculations it would have 
increased the tons of NOx reduced by a range of 1.2 to 2.2 tpy.  This is too small to be considered 
significant. 

Comment #13: CHS did not evaluate the cost effectiveness of SCR by itself, without the addition of ULNB 
even though high NOx removal efficiencies can be achieved with SCR alone. 

Response: As stated above, there can be issues associated with adding an SCR to an existing source without 
first reducing NOx with a low or ultra-low NOx burner retrofit. CHS assumed that an initial NOx reduction 
would be made before an SCR would be added. Montana agreed with this approach.  

Comments on Phillips 66 Co. – Billings Refinery 

Comment #1: Incomplete list of combustion devices and sources at the refinery as well as pollution controls 
installed and failure to provide justification as to why other units were not evaluated for pollution controls. 

Response:  Montana and Phillips 66 agreed on a ranking of the highest emitting units for both NOx and 
SO2 that could be evaluated in the four-factor analysis. Doing so provided the information necessary to 
determine opportunities for emissions reductions at the facility.  The refinery’s NOx emissions are 
significantly larger than SO2, so Montana agreed that the greatest effort should be put into identifying 
opportunities for NOx reductions at Phillips 66, and chose to focus on Boiler #1 and Boiler #2. Future 
planning periods may examine the need for controls on additional units.  

Comment #2: Evaluated the cost effectiveness of replacing the boilers outright with new boilers rather than 
the costs of adding ULNB to Boilers #1 and #2, claiming that retrofit of these controls would be too 
difficult and too expensive. 

Response: Montana believes that modifications to these two boilers would not be cost effective given that 
retrofits do not result in NOx reductions comparable to controls and designs installed on new boilers.  
Further, while Montana is not aware of plans to shut down these boilers, they are over 70 years old. When 
these boilers are replaced, it will be with boilers with state-of-the-art design and emissions controls.  

Comment #3: Phillips 66 used 2.0 NSR instead of 1.05 default without explaining why. 

Response: Phillips 66 selected this value and the cost of reagent and in both cases, are not the driving factor 
in overall cost per ton calculations.  The use of a NSR factor of 2.0 versus 1.05 does not result in a significant 
change in the cost per ton. 

Comment #4: Phillips 66 assumed urea would be the reagent with SNCR to meet 58.5% NOx removal even 
though ammonia allows for higher NOx reductions than urea and is less expensive than urea. 

Response: Montana accepted the analysis with urea because most of the refinery units use urea.  Further, 
any differences in cost per ton between the two chemicals would not represent a significant change in the 
cost per ton calculation. 

Comment #5: Montana assumed a 20-year life of SNCR even though EPA’s CCM states that the life of 
SNCR at petroleum refineries could be as long as 25 years. 
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Response: Montana has accepted a 20-year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #6: Inexplicably assumed the SCR at the boilers would operate 165 days but the SNCR at boilers 
would operate 365 days. 

Response: Montana requested Four Factor Analyses in 2019, and Phillips 66 used the CCM spreadsheet that 
was available at the time.  The spreadsheet has some issues with it and in order to make the spreadsheet work 
correctly, the days of emitting unit and control technology appear to be inconsistent but the spreadsheet 
assumes the emitting unit operates at full design rating, and calculates the number of full load days that 
would occur.  Montana believes the calculations do not misrepresent the overall calculated cost effectiveness. 

Comment #7: Evaluated SCR to achieve 85.4% control even though ExxonMobil assumed 95% NOx 
control in its evaluation of SCR cost effectiveness, and SCRs are typically designed for 90%+ NOx control. 

Response: Montana has determined that for the emitting units evaluated, the difference in 90% versus 
85.4% is an insignificant reduction in NOx emissions and would not result in a significant change in the cost 
per ton calculation.  The reported cost per ton calculations are currently over $30,000 per ton and a slight 
change in NOx emissions does not result in a change in the conclusion regarding controls. 

Comment #8: Assumed a life of SCR of 20 years even though EPA’s CCM states that the life of SCR at 
petroleum refineries could be as long as 30 years. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20 year remaining useful life based on input from the facility.  Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 

Comment #9: Used 20-year life of ULNB and Flue Gas Recovery System (“FGRS”) even though it is 
reasonable to assume a 30-year life or longer. 

Response: Montana believes that Phillips 66 based this cost on retrofits that were done at the facility for 
Boilers #5 and #6.  Therefore, Montana believes this estimate considered actual costs on these previous 
retrofits and applied good engineering practices to develop a capital cost estimate for new boilers.  Local 
facility experience based on previous projects is considered more reliable than default spreadsheets. 

Comment #10: Assumed a boiler replacement cost of $20 million per boiler, but did not provide any 
documentation for this assumed cost. 

Response: Phillips 66 based this analysis on best engineering judgement.  Providing a higher overall 
efficiency would not have resulted in a significant change in the cost per ton calculations.  The current 
UNLB plus FGRS were estimated at approximately $28,000 per ton.  This would not significantly change the 
result even if the control efficiency were to approach 100%. 

Comment #11: Assumed a NOx reduction of 89% with a new boiler equipped with ULNB and FGRS but 
did not provide any justification. 

Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. 

Comment #12: Used a 5.5% interest rate instead of 3.25% current interest rate. 
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Response: Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor 
Requests.  At that time, the rate was 5.5%. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. 

Comments on Northern Border Pipeline Compressor Station No. 3 

Comment #1: Based costs on an outdated and publicly unavailable version of the EPA Control Cost Manual 
(dated May 2016). 

Response: Montana does not believe there were enough significant changes which would have significantly 
reduced the resulting cost per ton calculation of $37,500.  Further costs are commonly scaled on engineering 
financial calculations based on various cost adjustment tools available. 

Comment#2: Based baseline (pre-SCR) NOx emissions on a compliance test from 2003 of 0.117 lb/MMBtu 
even though the NOx emission rate when the compressor turbine is operating at a lower number of hours 
per year can be expected to be higher. 

Response: As indicated in the Four Factor Analysis, portable analyzer testing after the 2003 source test had 
an emission rate slightly lower than the 0.117 and therefore, the 0.117 emission rate is considered to be 
representative of emissions.  If the factor were higher by a factor of two, the cost per ton calculation would 
still be excessively high to consider new controls. 

Comment #3: Assumed a 20-year life of SCR instead of a reasonable 30-year life and an interest rate of 
5.25% instead of the current 3.25% interest rate. 

Response: Montana has accepted a 20 year remaining useful life based on input from the facility. Local 
facility information is considered a higher level of certainty than default remaining useful life assumptions. 
Montana requested sources use the bank prime rate at the time of the initial Four Factor Requests.  At that 
time, the rate was 5.5%. As of July 28, 2022, the bank prime rate is 5.5%. 

Comment #4: Assumed SCR would achieve 75% NOx reduction, when SCR can achieve in excess of 90% 
NOx control. 

Response: A 15% increase in the assumed SCR control efficiency would not have resulted in enough NOx 
reductions to significantly change the cost per ton calculation. 

Comment #5: Full load potential to emit scenario, assuming NOx emissions were at the DLE operational 
NOx limit of 51.5 lb/hr at 8,760 hours/year. 

Response: Montana did not evaluate sources at full potential to emit. Regional haze analyses evaluate actual 
conditions and scale to accommodate likely scenarios that could occur based on additional throughput.  
Therefore, basing the emission reductions on a permit limit that is not likely to occur given the current DLE 
operation is not a sound approach. 

Comment #6: 2017 annual operating hours scenario, which relied on Northern Border Pipeline’s pre-SCR 
NOx emission rate of 0.117 lb/MMBtu and the operating hours in 2017 as reported in Montana’s Proposed 
SIP of 6,835 hours per year. 

Response: It is conceivable that Northern Border should have used more than just a two-year baseline (2017-
2018) given the wide range of operating hours that occurred over these two years. If the 2017 hourly total of 
6,835 hours were selected, the tons of reduced NOx would have been approximately 57.4 tpy.  This would 
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have resulted in a cost per ton of $24,857.  This cost would not be reasonable.  

Comment #7: 2017 National Emissions Inventory (“NEI”) Emissions Scenario assuming that the 2017 
NOx emissions as reported to the NEI for Compressor No. 3 of 88 tons per year and Northern Border 
Pipeline’s stated pre-SCR NOx emission rate of 0.117 lb/MMBtu defined the annual heat input, reflecting an 
estimated 4,788 hours of operation per year. 

Response: Source test results are considered to be the most accurate representation of emissions as the data 
comes from actual operation as opposed to a default emission factor which may be developed for many types 
and sizes of compressor turbines. 

Comment #8: Should have evaluated: 1) upgrading low NOx burners. 2) Replacing the existing combustion 
turbine with a new turbine with state-of-the-art NOx combustion controls, 3) Restricting the amount of time 
that the combustion turbine at Compressor No. 3 can operate in non-DLE mode. 

Response: Replacing the existing turbine would likely have been cost prohibitive given the hours of 
operation which most recently have occurred.  The MAQP for this unit already has limits on non DLE 
operation of 750 hours per year at an emission rate of 78.0 lbs/hr. (MAQP 2974-04, Section II.A.2: “NBPL 
shall not operate Cooper Rolls 40,350-hp turbine (Source #01) for more than 750 hours per rolling 12-month time period 
while the DLE is not in operation. Emissions from Source #01 during non-DLE operations shall not exceed the following 
limits (ARM 17.8.752):  NOx - 78.0 lb/hr, VOC - 3.00 lb/hr.” 
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